Central Stores Inventory: Employing the IBM 1410 Magnetic Tape Computer System by unknown
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• FOi !ETTEi HIGHWAYS 
Iowa State Highway Commission 
. . 
Mr. L. M. Clauson 
Chief Engineer 
AMES, IOWA 50011 
Octo'J::ier, 1963 
·Iowa State Highway Commission 
Ames, Iowa 
Dear Mr~ Clauson: 
. . . 
REFER TO· 
Presented herewith is a copy of the program, "Central 
Stores Inventory". This program has be~n prepa:;r:-ed for 
use in our central supplies warehouse and our o~fice 
supplies storeroom. 
We wish to express our thapks to the Property and Equip-
ment Department wno assisted in the qevelopment of this 
program. 
This writeup will be made availab~e to other state highway 
·departments ·who express c;in interest in this system. 
Progr~m listings and card decks will be sent upon reqtiest. 
Very truly :yours, 
James s. Hoffman 
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No ReproP,uation o;f Any ;!?art of Th:j.s :Repo:rt Wj,.l.J,. Be 
Pe;rrn;i.tted Without the Written l?e+rnissio:n q:f; 
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The Property and Equipment Department has a central supply of 
automotive parts, tools, and maintenance supplies. This central 
supply is used to supply the repair shop and also to supply parts 
to the various field garages and all departments of the Cormnission. 
The old procedure involved keeping track manually of all of the 
parts, which involved some 22,000 items. All records, billings, 
arid re-order points were kept manually. Mani times the re-order 
points were located by reaching into a bin and finding nothing 
there. Desiring to improve this situation, an inventory control 
system was established for use on the computer. A complete record 
of the supplies that are stored in the central warehouse was pre-
pared and this information was used to make a catalog. Each time 
an item is issued or received, it is processed through the 
inventoiy progra~. When the re-order point is reached, a notice is 
given td reorder. The procedure for taking inventory has ~lso been 
improved. A voucher invoice is now prepared by the computer for 
all issues to departments. These are some of the many benefits 
that have been derived from this system. 
After about 16 months of operation, the office supplies storeroom 
was added to this system. A system was in operation on the 
computer for the office supplies inventory, but it was changed to 
take advantage of the additional features included in this system. 
. -2.-
GENERAL PROCEDURE 
The programs are divided into four categories: Those that are 
run daily; weekly; monthly; and those that are run on call. 
Each day after the requisition and back order cards have been 
punched, a program is run to prepare the back orders for the 
current day's business. These back orders are prepared on 
8 1/2 by 3 2/3 paper using the same four colors that are used 
in the requisition. The description and size are obtained from 
the serial number:.tape and the mailing address is obtained from 
a table. 
The business for the week is closed out on Friday afternoon, and 
the final punching is completed Friday night. All of the business 
for the previous week is then placed on magnetic tape by means of 
utility program. This data is then sorted into part number order. 
The data is then re~d into the serial number progTam along with 
the current serial number tape. This progTam is used to find the 
Highway Commission serial number for the appropriate manufacturer's 
part numf?.ers. The records are then prepared on an output tape, 
having the serial number as well as the information from the input 
tape. If any of the input data·.is in error so that it cannot be 
processed, an error list is made which is called Error List 1. 
During this program the serial number tape is updated. The:.Transac-
tion-A tape is then sorted into serial number order for processing. 
This sorted tape, ail:ong with the current master tape, is used as 
input to the master program. This program sets up new items, ma~es 
corrections to existing i terns, records i terns on order, i terns .: 
received, items priced, processes credit memos, requisitions and 
back orders. Any items that are impossible to process are printed 
on Error List 2. 
During this program the master tape is updated, and an output tape, 
balled Transaction-B is prepared. The Transaction-B tape is pro-
cessed in the inventory output program 9 This program lists the 
need-to-order list and gain and loss report, punches cards for 
A-expense, job expense and unfinished jobs and prepares a tape for 
the stock transfer report. This tape for the stock transfer report 
is sorted by location and the stock transfer report is then prepared 
on two-part paper. The master tape is listed on the price listing 
program. This provides a list for reference which is revised weekly. 
Finally the Transaction-B tape is processed through a history tape 
program which removes items that were received, returned by credit 
memo and issued, and records these on the history tape along with 
previous transactions for the current fiscal year. 
At the end of each month, the Transaction-B tapes are processed 
and each record removed and placed on the voucher tape that is 






apply to construction projects are written directly. ':rhii;; voucher 
tape is then sorted by requisition number and location. The 
vouchers are then prepared and the class cards for Property and 
Equipment punched,· and the maintenance object and class cards are 
. purtbhed. 
Whenever it is desired, a complete status list of the inventory 
can be run. A program is available that will selectively list 
any particular items or the complete inventory. This listing 
gives all information about the particular item. In addition, it 
gives total value by manufacturer and total value for all of the 
stock. It is intended that this list be run at the end of the year 
in order ,to compute the total value of the inventory. When it is 
desired ~-to take physical inventory, a stock status list is ordered 
on two-part paper. One part of the paper is cut off so that the 
quantity does not appear and the quantities are noted by the persons 
taking. inventory. These sheet~ are then placed togethe~ and a com-
parison can be made. The act;\J.i!lt values are keypunched and compared 
against the master tape. Any' differences are reported on a gain 
and loss report, and the master\tape is corrected. Whenever.it is 
needed, a report can be made that lists all of the transactions 
for a particular part. This lis,t will include i terns received.r 
items returned and items issued in the order in which they occur. 
A program is available which is used annually in order to move the 
quantity issued since July 1st ~nto quantity issued last· year 
and zero the quantity issued since July 1st. Whenever it is needed, 
the master tape can be used to prepare a catalog. A catalog.can 
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SAMPLE LISTINGS 
1. Bae')<. Order (four-part, white, green, yellow, "Plue) 6 
2. Error List #1 .• .. . ' ~ . . . . . .. . . 7 
3. Error List #2 .. ~ • • • • • e • • e o 8 
4. Need to Order. 
;_;,;···) .. »: ;:, 
. . 9 
5. Gain and Loss Report ... • • • 'II . ' . " • 0 • 10 
6. Stock Transfer Report (two-part) . . . 11 
7. Voucher (five-part, salmon). 12 
8. Price List . • • • • • e . . . 13 
9. History List . . . . 14 
10. Status List. 15 
11. Inventory Adjustment Report. . 16 
12. Catalog .. · .. · · .. · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
I 
BACK ·oROER-SLIP 
L~~ERNE WERHAN DECORAH WINNESHIEK 
~FG CODE bpz SERIAL 570900. MFG PART~NO 570900 
DESCRIPTION BOLT HOOK FOR SADDLE TANK SIDE MOUNTS- SIZE 400 
DATE OF .BACK ORDER 08-30-63 DATE-SHIPPED· REQN NO 081060 
SHI~ TO 0 24 96 l PROJECT NO COUNTY 
QU~NTITY_ORDERED 00002 QUANTITY SHIPPED ;QTY BACK ORDERED 00002 





































































































































413 150500 3752487 


























































































36 OLD NEW 0003465 
16 
36 OLD NEW 0000035 
1 .35 
0 23.98 
36 OLD NEW 0000572 
18 
36 OLD 0000010 NEW 0000017 
36 OLD NEW 0001250 
36 OLD NEW 0000146 
36 OLD 0000789 NEW 0000926 
36 OLD NEW 0002426 
36 OLD 0000130 NEW 0000156 
4 
36 OLD NEW 0001725 
36 OLD 0001290 NEW 0001469 
36 OLD NE:W 0000087 
36 OLD 0000087 NEW 0000077 
36 OLD 0000030 NEW OOQ0036 
36 OLD NEW 0001079 
26 
26 
36 OLD 0000188 NEW 0000238 
36 OLD NEW 0000051 
36 OLD 0010705 NEW 0008045 
36 OLD NEW 0000008 
36 OLD NEW 0000717 
36 OLD 0000434 NEW 0000325 
36 OLD 0000000 NEW 0000235 
36 OLD NEW 0000036 
36 OLD 0000055 NEW 0000066 
36 OLD 0000249 NEW 0000320 
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o 43 61 i R.i:o . 
PO 
PO 
~··~~~~~·~lJl v··.•·•::••··· ·.· ••. ~·~~}~:·~g~!·~~ . .:it~·~~·N·~·.~~~}"~·~··~~aaR~~.~~9~g~f'..'.'§}. 
"'-'-'-"'-"-'---'--"-~"-'-':c.:__~-:-=-=~B-I-N----'-'--~'-=--'~~~~-=--=-~M~IN!MUM 00000 01-12 -"-'---'--'--=co.:=.,~-'-'-'""-"~=...c~~ 
PO · C09485DATE 04-02-63 
~~~~~~~~·-~~~~.--.,;~~~~~~--~-~~Po __ c=0~9485 RECD /t~~:~···.g_.·2~···~.~-i-~~~··g~~i!~ .· < g::~~=!~:->,-/::/ 
LOCAt o 43 2o iREQ '06517F · > .. oa.-.30-63. 
~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~~--',-L~O~C~A=T-063 22 1 REQ 00685F . 08-30---"6-3~· -=~"--
1.·:g~;.:~f~~0.~. ~i~~·~~J~l i ....... ·. 
BIN 
' J. ..... '....... . ,. .. ! -002>629soo 629soo 
I'<> ·. siNCEc jtiLY 
6'4710'{) '.>{ '·;<····· 
~~-~-~SI~N~CE JULY 
'r·t .. : .. : ;. ~!-~· 
1 .. Voo3 
BIN 
037500 .. • :; .. 
SINCE JULY 
BIN 
PO C04538 06200 
PO C09485 /70400 
.. 'BOLT MACHINE GALVANIZED S~~~··:PER~25:< .··. 0§~s;s~0?;0 
' 343 LAST RECD 07-09-62 -LAST .ISSUED '06-30-63 , ,\~ 
~--'----.--C'-='--~~~M~I NI MUMOoboo0F12-·-
LOCA T 0 51 89 l REQ 06198F 08-30-63 BACK ORDER 5 
,PO C00302 VENDOR 06200 
MINIMUM 00000 
LOCAT 0 22 95 1 REQ 09684G · BACK ORDER 
LOCAT 0 21 19 l REQ 08330G BACK ORDER 
PO . t::0-40l'~o-.... -•. ----------.. -.. -.-.~vENO'l>R-· ~,.,...,.,....,,.-
~::~<>)·'. .· .. , .. ;· .","" ~··: -3:.·.<.:_:{; :·. 
._.; 
'. 
. _TOT VALUE . · l75o 10 
GA"IN ANO.LOSS REPORT 
..-1-. -.... -... -... -,,-.-.. ..,,,.--~..,--7=-.. -. '.-.~-:---.-.... ,-':·'.=. =. ~.,....----,.-:c-~-.fnR wEEKtNbING oa31:lczo-,.3-,,· ,.,.,-,----::-~ _ _,,.-. -.. ,...::.:-:.,,--,,--• ...,,:.,,,---,,, :·,...,.,...: -,.--"-.,.-. ""'-::""":'"": _'"'_:-:""'-···--~.<--... -,...,_ ..::-::.:,"":.:."'"":.:·--· .:""·--. ,,... .. .,..--."""'. """·-.-··-...,_._'"',J'""',. :'"'.-·""'.-..,-,_ .. ·.. -_:""·.·•_""'_-_,..,._""_:·"":\~,-=. __ -;,:""-_._:-:"""'•:,·1 ~rM_· F_G~P_A_R_T_-_N_U_M_B_E_R_·_·.:_::'.~----_· .._.-~_-_S_I_Z_E_'··~'-'---.-~:::_--_-._-~-~-:_D_E_S_CRIPTION'" • ,. - •. ·-" __ ,,._ - •GAI~·_Q"R·i.oss':~·_F·>·~(;;PO O~--~-R MEM~ NO~: , - _, • '> · ,;,' 
019 183000 Wl-1 30X30 IN SIGN TURN RIGHT OLD WlO 1.31 D03544 
019 J83500 Wl-11 48X24 iN SIGN LARGE ARRO~ RT OR LT OLD W340 - .24- D03542 
1-gi~ i~~ggg ~~=i -;:~~: ~~ ;~~~ ~i~i~~~~~~GHWAV DLD Wl~O _:gt~· - > ·:. :·· · gg;;:~, ;-. · · -._,_ . i_ ~ _:._ -}.::·''--;</ 
~~i~~ggg -~~=i :3o~~OD~~--~~~~~~7~~~ADADV WARNING OLD·W~~~f.~~~~ -·--:~:~ ----gg;~:~-··;:J•->_~- >-/•">:•u-.-
. ; . ~ ·, 
.· .. .: 
019 194500 Wll-1 4.8X48 IN SIGN SP WARNING VAR MESSAGE OLD W330-331 .Ob 003542 
019 202500 W21-l 30X30 IN SIGN MEN WORKING 1.00 003542 m mm···. · ;:~g= •ox•o ,. m~~E~rngm~ · > · ·· 'Ji> " ;·cc !~m;2t.'' 1 .:· " ·• ~: • : 
019 755300 HS SPARKPLUG CHAMPION .82 002594 
019 757050 Hll SPARKPLUG CHAMPION .21 002592 
m~-r~r~~g .·· ·.: ~-~~~ 1;o4x;~y1N.~i:~N~A~~-~~~~:oHGgR&2s~-~~--·~:~~~S PER,EA·-.·-- · --~i~ . __ ·:_, .... ·. ;.::: .. · .. gg~;;~::•·-· '<·•-··· .. ::_>;\\'/\./''' \>;:L ·.· . :: L~_E_l41500 6~70-15 4 PLY TIRE PASSENGER .CONVENTiONAL TREAD ·- ._:. ·: --·.26 ··· ''. .</c .. -·: 002028/ £'/., .·. < •.··:_<. '; 
020 143000---~---7·.so::-14 4 PLY TIREt>ASS-ENGER COWEl'JTHlNAL TREAD .44 OOZ51l9 
020 152500 .6.50-20 8 PLY TIRE TRUCK CONVENTIONAL TREAD .02 001694 
020 155500 7.50-lb B PLY TIRE TRUCK CONVENTIONAL TREAD 005 D01694 
wLO-~T6Z5o-~------ro-21!-5 10 PLY URE TRUCK. CONVENlIONAL TREAD. : •92 ._ .. ·-· > 002584 ;. 0, .. ·· .. ·. . • · : . 
t?20 175000 13.00.,.-24 8 .PLY· TIRE TRUCK MUDS. SNOW . . .04 -- '····· .002647><< <· · , · ·-·;i'" < .. ---
LOZO 176000 130 00-24 12 PLY TIRE TRUClCMUD & SNOW _ , .,Db"'.';_ , ' : DOZ6.41':::x-: ': ;.· '/< .: ,: .. >> ;C - -
0£02-2-3500 10083 . 10DL AIR .DRILL ASPHALT CUHER .12 . 000211 p 
020 313000 3/ lb IN TOOL ORI LL an .17 003432 -6 
020 313500 13/64 IN TOOL DRILL BIT .02- 003265 ~T<JOll~o~-----_~3~1nN..----.--,-_~r~o~a~L_,,D~R~1~L~L~·~e~1~1~--~·~-----,-,--.,----o-----,----~---~----.. _--4~_2~2.----~~~~~n~o~2~6~2~a~-~;~;;~>:-i:-.-.. __ -_-, .. ~---0~:~-.... ~-~0~~~.-.. -. -.. -.->~:~-~-'-----7•~ 
l~.~g --;~~~~g -~~~61~lN -~ggt.- g:~tt :~~-:•· -· .·.'•• : ..... -.. -=~~--·--·· . . >"-',_-_· ·:·gg~~~f ) .. / -.-.. ,/~·f',-·. -':'· -';·;· x'.,,~: ·• \i 
020 326500~-'------s~/.8 IN TOOL DRiTL Bl T .10 003027 
020 367500 12 IN TOOL FILE MILL BASTARD aOb 003265 
020 422500 NO 4 TOOL HANDLE FILE PARKER KALON .13 002357 
[lfR>~oo~~--,-~-~-~10'5. TOOL _PUERS IGNif-nJlrSNAP ON .06 . -- ooi96s . 
!0·20 518000 CP4 3/8 TOOL SCREWDRIVER PHILLIPS BONNEY " -.03- •:-·: 000977 -- . 
/020 519500 S0-1 · TOOL .SCREWDRIVER STUBBY.:BQNNEY .. . .02 001911' /> . :. 
~0~2~0~5~4~7~0~0~0,-----~~~~~-,191 ALOXITE TOOL STONE SCYTHE .03 00~2~6~2~6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~· 
; ; .. ··· 
.3 
·'··' 
020 744500 1/4 IN TUBING COPPER .. OB 002175 -
023 035000 WELDING GAS ACETYLENE 120 CU.XN.CYLINDER .01-· 003292 
3" l~! ·H~~~~ -. -525 n. ·IN_ - ·_---~~~EoG~~ :~~~~~~ne A~t~ cu. IN cvLINDER . :_<;:-~! •. _- .• _ . ~< _:· :·, ·.-: .. ggH!! H :.·:.~ '.-: •• , . ._:; :_~ -•: H.~: .. ·:. ;.\' 
128 376155 HYDROVAC ~01 - -D0287 
_,_;;, 
··.·~ 
- 202 2H2040 ROLLER ASSY .01- D03359 
202 7B8264 ELEMENT ASSY .11 002965 
-2 •• 
f,:22/88555:·_·_·• •• 21_. ·~17054~-2_-•• ··---~-.····--: _-_ .::> c'., - : ,,< .:; -~:~·~-::;, . -·_._:_._.-_:_,~; ___ ··.•·_-~BHLEAAA:D.TE·.-.r_-.-.-.•_c~_-•_ ... :·,_: ··, •. _:_,,:;:• , :.:: 'i.;~ :~~~::-.;«~~~-~::·_:·~'.~.·- .-,·::: :_>-~~-1-: ·.'i'.:::"::~i-- -':'~:/.:,':_-_-,,_,_~-~--.-_:~_-,,_ .. :·.··-·_.•·,•--_'.-,·_._-.:_.,_.:_. __ ;'.~_D~. ·oOOo•""-:2...,_ 0:..--.  ·~~""--. !4.·"" __ · __ .""'j;;"',,~L""'.5,.,.?J=:"~~,j:.~f;""•,~:-,,~~:t"".:.-:· .• ~"";;.,.,;r.~-:-::.;""'--;,7.C•;_=::·-.;;~-,:·~""'i~""'.:..,_>..,.•',-._;';'.-;2_~_-,. --•. •"".:""•} 
- 34o5T -.···· :c· ,_>·:·: ·;::• -- CLUTOI --·+~'-<)tf~"'.<·•.,-,_,,,"·-······ :··;·:;;;:;~·:..:_;:~:.E!\,.~g~ ,,__ -- ;:;· "' +:.,,_. __ ,.,_,,_,.:",'•'•-'':-.-,.,,-,,;<;>,ffr 
293 AZ3640H PITMAN .02 002961 
293 Z7030H SECTION 5.00 D02962 
ITT~- t:g~~5 : ' ::.!~~~T s_ ET -.--_._: ___ •,-.'_----,_._-_.< - ,,. ,,, ~ :: ·:.. . , _: - :i: '. .. , :: ·. :: '. g~iiii:-- x•::;. :-- '~F:;c.:;~_·_· .•. -_·._·_~.iS Y\':'.; . > :.:·; 
·· -· · - - , -.. T-IJ> - · ' -- ' ··-•· - - · · · - · -. ___ . o·o·· 303s.-\'·_· __ :• __ . __ : ·•'.:><'.;''''' - " · ·' ·- · ., ·--·--· ·_ :f;,j 
1 .. f.302 AB601EX. • .. :, ·. '. . ,,--;. :<•;.';l)l_:, - .. - . ·: ' . ,·•--: .·.: ~> '.",·::~}"-, 3,:: ... -. .;-;: ;,~·;·';: "' ' 
32:.Z l-30 ... . . tnlNi SET .40 002591, .-.· .. 
002 224000 B 1412 OH BEARING TORRINGTUN 6 .72 4;.32 075196 
003 07~5~5~0~0,--~~~~~-=P~H~8~~~.~~~---=-cARTRIDGE FRAM 12 l.29 15.48 075186 
003 080500 CH128PL CARTRIDGE FRAM 3 1.08 3.24_ 075186 
003 085500 CH330PL CARTRIDGE FRAM 6 - • 75 4.50 - 075186 
364 141013 GUARD 
848 274 BOLT 
848 314 BLADE 
·-- ... · ': · .. 
·'::·, 
~ ..... 
'FORM 30B·G 20M ., 
·2·63· 13521 . ACCOUt-iTING. VOUCHER INVOICE -12- Voucher No. 
· A·'Y/75 
IOWA·.STATE. HIGHWAY COMMISSION ·~· 
.DISBURSING·SECTION 
ALLAMAl<EE ·CO. MA INT 
lflvoic~ Dote 
Qeportment 
~r R~od ~o. 
09-03-63 
. RECEIV,ING SECTION 
PIWP~RlY AND i:cJU.PMENT 
Roqd Fund . 
Mon'th or 
P.eriod Covered . AUGUST 1963. · 
· REQN 0790~0 .. , 
019 785400 
002.618500 
REQN · 079930 
013. 470500 






















. 023. 145000 
., f, .. :··:' ·'.·:. -
.... , 
' " 1,l 
VaUcherod by· 
• ··1' . ·;, ! 
l\b•_tract dat~ 
- \,', '·'' 
' ; '. 
·' 
DESCRIPTION. 
.. DATE 08""02-63 . 
l/8Xl 1/2Xl STEEL ANGLE PER FT 
3/8X8 BOLT MACHINE GALVANt 
DATE 08-09-63 ' 
16 FT ,MOWER MISC BAMBOO P~ 
DATE oa~o9-63> ' ' . 
8 .. ·CORD SASH PER FT' 
PDC~2 3/4 s ~XTING~ISHER FIR~.co 
3003 . , . ". FILTER PERRY .GASKET·. 
WA2067 .GOGGLE LENS MARQUEl~ 
DATE 08-23-6)' . .'.: 
''CLOTH EMERY :CROCUS P 
''4003 FILTER PERRY 'GASKEJ'i 
'. CBll .FITTii\IG ALEMIH, iCQlJP, 
CPI~ . , FITTING ALEMITE "COUP 
'4301 ·15~·'1t4·HDSE AIR W/COUPllN~~ 
1/4 IN ... i. NUT USS HEX PER 101\' 
DATE' o8-_,;o,...b3' . ' . . ..:.· 
~~; ~ ~ ~~~x 1 · ~rn~r:~ g ·::~g · ~tg·. :::; 
·:114· oz ·sonL fIRST AID MERTHIOLAT" 
l ·Oi TUBE .. FIRSI'AID 'MERIHJOLAT·: 
1)2.IN'X ·5 Y FIRST .. AID TAPE faD~~~ 
1· IN .. x.s,yo FIRST AID TAPE ADHES 
H PAPER TOWEL PRER' . :, .. , 
WIRE SNOW .FENC~ TIE: 
NO. 4,A232 WIRE TIE IWISTER~~IS 

























































NUM\IER AMOUNT •. NUMBER AMOUNT ,••. 
9-, 4-10-,11..:90-9 130.51CR 
:·: : .... : 
-------+------•1-P-l-~E---C--L-A-SS C~ RD PUNCHED-.. 
11---- .... 
• : 1'· 
11---------1------~'-11-.;..,..,.., .. _'·~··--'-·;_· ___ +------~···· 
'' ·; ',> 
•I !• 11------...-'----+--------ll---·----~~-r- ---. -. ·-. ----~T"I 
'•· AFE, :1.-.uo,d '•.:· ·'· i lt-------+-------~~-1.------1-------~< 
F'=='='=· =1;=·====================="===~·========'-===========;=±====~'=·=··=====!============;=;:i 
APPROVALS 
... :W~'~ere~~ c~,rtify the iJ~rns ~~d (HflOUf!tS listed herein hav!'l been checke4 an~ appr?ve.d. 
... 
Si gn~d --------· '19----;- Signed _________ 19~ 
', Enginee( , . 1 Ti1lc Title. 
: · I, CHECKED and AUDITED 
AccQuntiri9 
. ·P~Pt ... •. 
State 
Comptroller 






002 015000 015000 
002 015500 015500 
002 Dl6000 016000 
. t··!gg~ ~gl~~gg:';H~~g'g:, ·.·::··: 
002 018000 018000 
002 018500 018500 
002 019000 019000 
r---~-·, 
l ) 
eoo2 01950.0 .019500.. ;_. _,, 
1:002·o:Zoood 020.,000 .... ; < ·····.· .. 
(pc>Z.0205~Q,9.:_:.9_~5oo'':: ,. 
002 021000 021000 ---'-"~~"'--'---""-""'---=-= 
002 021500 021500 
002 022000 02aooo 
ryo-02 022500-: 022500 ;, · ... ··:·· ... ' .. ' 
I gg}·~~;~gg g'~~~gg: . ·.· > !'. , .· 
062024000 OZ4000 . 
002 024500 024500 
002 025000 025000 
r.,g .. g~.< g~~~.gg ;_g~.~~z-o·9.-f,.:r-... -.i ..-., ;,-:·-.. -,,-.-•.. , .. -.-:-, 
'..o oz.~· ·.02:6 s· o o ..... D2 65'0.0\'?:.::-~ ;- · /·;::: :·. ·':::: .·:: ·· \::··':.\~; 
002 027000 027000 
002 027500 021500 
002 027700 027700 
. ~g~:;g~~ig•~·~·~\gliUg.• _:·;:;".·.:··· i-'.'.>> 
002 028300 028300 
002 028500 028500 
002 028700 028700 -
[+002?02~77!) ;02~J75f!·>· '/)t.r·· f--·· 
1
.002:02-8800<:028800, >zt '""- · 3"~2>029000·•····929600:' ·,.,:/·,.·: .,<···· 
002 029010-029010 -'--'"'~~~-"-="""-'-="--'~-'-"'-'~"""'~~--=o 
002 029500 029500 
002 030000 030000 
. Jf g~1~t.ti~~m1..,-.~""'g"'g'"\-~'.--"".;_,.,.y·~,',. """' 
0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 3*2""0""00"'·°'"· c:_.:_c_~""""""'"'~~,,.i'"':~'-"-""" 
002 032500 032500 
002 033000 033000. 
fDJO.-Z::,03'.35Q:Qf~0}3509;•; " m •;••.• - < 
i 002 ;'034000··i·034000i.. :,;, /';;";i,; 
1 .. l;:JO,PZ.':03459.Q" 0~45(lb;; ~< ····,· >V< .,, 
-.. ' .- . . ,. 
:'.'.+:;·.~:·.·:~~·:~:·,:.>·.:.:~·-'!''*<>:·: ~::.~.,...~:-v;,.;,x:r..:,./~~;...-;-:x·::-:·::.~,, .. .xx·fr;-~:->.<':':<"::<M«:;.»,:-:.~:&,~--v:~A&4M»:~.».=:.fo;::.::::-o.::::.:d•6f¥-~§\=»:-:~·§¥w,,:~~=-~:~:"::<,<.-;,...,);'..,,.f#lhi{',;;.s-."5: 
MFG 002·~AR~ 001000 
MFG 002 PART 005000 
MFG 002 PART 
MFG 002 PART 
002 PARJ• .Or5500 
002\PART ois$oo>.· 
.. 002.··.PART···o1:ssoo ··•·· .•. ·. 
002 PARiOl5500. 
002 PART 015500 
MFG 002 PART 015500 
, .. ~ii--~g~ PAR I 
- MFG 002 
.. - -- ISSUED 
ISSUED 
-. - - - 100 UN IT 907- TOTAL· ·. - 1.00 REQN 10278G .DATE 08-23,..63-T0-... 9:-24 io: __ ';cuss ·. 
1 UNIT oOl TOTAL .Ol REQN 05329F DATE 07-12-63 TO 9 24 20 CLASS J08190 
SERIAL PART , - SIZE 
.· BRACKET FOR 24X24'SlGN_-- .. ·.··· ... · ..... ·· 
'"--~~~-~-=-:-:=~-~~~~~-'-0--"_~=-"'~~-'-="-"-~-~t.~A~s=r-ROc-E~c""o i 0-11-62 tAsr 1 ssuifo 
MINIMUM 00000 01-12 - -
24 96 l 
24 96 1 
24 ,96:•1 
,5144 l 
51-44 .. l. 
PO C0271B 
BRAKE FLUID SEE. CHEMICAL 
LAST RECD -LAST_:lSSUEP 
:<>:s>: c·Ml!ifl~~O -'-----
;· ... ,,,,_=i. "'.::<.: 
.HAND 
, 
TOT VALUE - - .oo 
VENDOR 05800 
\: 
"'. - ·~ . - ' TO.T VALUE ~- .oo -
002 012000 012000 l I 'l B~LL SHEL 2- • 62- .31 . 
002 016500 016500 509 . ___ B_ATTERY ~ANTERN 2- 1.32- .66 
- .. ,>.• ·--~----------~·-.. ·-.·.,-:.~....,...~~ 
0000025 .·: .· ' '" .····· ..... , " ..• ERROR •2 .,) .·•; '• :66;;·• ''•.\ 002 018000 .018000 SAE-lH GRJU:> BATTERY S)OKAGE 9 l/8L-7 l/BW~9 3/8~ 
--·--acr2·-02crsooozo5·00·-----------5-,ff::.-zsf.itf GRbl.iF>.5 ·snTi:1cv sroRifGrTo 114r=6· n/i6F9~7n~-·-··..;..._· -·· ---'-r~-"~"-to~:fo ''•·>: ·' >> ··. ;; '> ·~o~3o · . 
---~~_2__Q_2_25_0_0_0_2_2?00, _______ ~AE_~~_lj~~_l)\J_~_~_B_A_!_!E~Y_ __ S_T~~AGE l l/'-.-~8-:'L.:---~7~~~-?~3-::;/7:8-:::H·~~?00771~-~c:::7~?l::;:l;;.J4/5'20;:::'0~'?A7?~7S~S';"f':lT:'lTj.4~5~"0-;-:; 
BATTERY STORAGE STRAP 'CARRIER 
.. s·i:Ao--s I GN--l'E'IC5Ci Tlr-irAG-~-·..:. 
002 027000 027000 
--- -ocr2-<:r21scnr··ozr5-o n-- - ------------
002 02870D 028700 
1058 22 IN 
!f3CSTZE- 15 
CR34 BEARING BCA 1 6.23 ' 
--~-.,,.--,------~----~.,,,,-,----~~--~--,-,,,...-,--,.... --.----------------- ---·-~--·----:--~ ------------- ----:-----------.. --;-~-.•. -. ----.. -.. --. -·· ·;·,: . .·:·:-. - .. ~:· .. ~~·····.'-··· =::·.-~=::\ ·:\\.:.-: :=-~·>,;.::: .··--:.>~):·:~?~:~::''" ,, ... • .. , ... , .:>.,~~;· 
BEARING BOWER 6..,- . ·-.· ff.~a6-":~ ;; '< \:.? " l~Bl:t 
6.23 .. 
002 029000 029000 Ml206E 
--- BEARfNG~ffEClR.tc·-MOrnR _ _:c __ . -· ~.:_.:...O:~_L: .. ;_•:.--""'-'-"-: ... ~··> ·rr.-::..::·:;..;'···'-"--'~=-....:4""···~0·"4;:.;:;o~-~-'-"'--:i"-')'.'-'-· .. ,-"'.·.····;e ... ,.·"":·i;L•'<'"'·:··;;.:_•:'.""'-'-'i::c<:u>c.:c''··""<'--.··:2:···""· .• ""·.~::::,·:.~"'br:'';:~.:~. ··ce.··..::.;·.· 
002 033500 033506 3838 2/1 BEARING ELECTRIC MOfOR 4 
- -·---- ------- ·---.·--,.--·--------
c -
,, I 
' ' . 
__ ; __ ··:·:_· 
. )..'- •,.' '.-,_ 
- - ~ ' : 
_,,,·, · ... PAGE l 
, STOCK . 
.·, .. ' ' 
,>MF~ 'sERIAL PARr NUMBER':. .. ; ' .· srie ' :·>.'.·' ;'_:_>_:,· __ , - · .. -:;;_' ~ -: . DESCRIPTION ,, ':;.-·:c"• ;.,. .. ; . 
,:,._,, 
001 000500 000500 '.. •, ACETYLENE SEE WELDING: GA.S·;,023 
001 ·001000 001000 , ···.-· · --"'·, ADHESIVE ·tAPE· SEE FIRST :AlO 
001 001500001500 ·, .·ADDITIVE SEE oil.'& GR,EAse:· 
001 002000 002000 ·._AIR WATER ADAPTER S~E-fl~E REPAIR 
001 002500 002500 ALUMINUM SEE SIGN Oi~· . 
001 0030d0 003000 · AMMONIA SEE C(E~NER·O~ FIRST ~ID 
001 003500 003500 · AMPCO OILER SEE LOBRlCA~T 
001 004000 004000 ;:1/2-iN. - .. ANCHOR EXPANSION SHIELD-LAG SCREW TYPE 
001 004500 004500 10--24 ANCHOR. EXPANSION SHIELD LEAD TYPE 
001 005000 005000 · . _ 1/4 IN ANCHOR EXPANSION SHIELD LEAD TYPE .· - ... 
001 005500 005500 5/16 lN ANCHOR EXPANSION.SHIELD~LE4D TYPE 
001 006000 006000 3/8 IN ANCHOR EXPANSION SHIELD LEAD ty~~\ 
ool 006500 oo~soo 1/2 IN ANCHOR EXPAN$l0N .SHIELD LEAD IVPE 
001 007000 007000 5/8 ·IN ANCHOR. EXPANSION. SHIELD LEAD TYPE 
001 007500 007500 QUART CAN .ANTIFREEZE PERMANENT · ·'.··: 
· 001 008000 008000 GALLON:tAN ANTIFREEZE PERMANENI · 
001 008500 008500 . ANTIFREE-zE· TESTER SEE TESTER _ .. , · '· I . . I-' . 
'-...! 
· 001 0·09000 009000 ANT I FREEZE TESTER FUiAT. SEE TESTER. . 
001 009500 009500 ·ANTIFREEZE IESfER JAR :SEe°.IESIER -,:". 
.1 
-. - . - . ·· ... , ., - . - " 
001 009700 009700 APRON'S~OP MADE CANVAS . - . . 
001 010000 010000 ARM W/S 'WIPER SEE WINDSHIElD WIPER: ·'. ; 
--::0::-::0::-::1---=0~1-=o-=5-=o""'o---'=0-:-1=0=5-=-o=o------'----------.: "T'A-=s.,,,...B=E=-s=ro=-s="·.-A~L~S~O~S~E~E...-,-,G~A.--.S""'"K"""E"""f--o=R,,;_· ~P~A-c ..... k-I~N...,;.G______ ·::; 
001 011000 011000 1/2 LB BALL. ASBESTOS CANDLE LHCK PACKING 245 
001 011500 011500 l/32X50 PER FT ASBESTOS HIGH PRESSURE PACKING· SHEETING 
001 012000 012000 l/l6X60 PER FT ASBESTOS HIGH PRESSURE .PAC~ING SAEEf ING 
· 001 0.12500 012500 ·,, . · 3/16X36 PER FT. ASBESTOS SHEETING.··. . . _ . 
001 013000 013000 - ·ASPHALT. CEMENT PER ORUM· : > .. 
001 · 0132.00 013200 ·. - ·RC-0 -.-_.· .. ::_ , - ASPHALT CUTBACK PER· 55 GAL .ORUM 
001 013500 o'13500 " . AUGER SEE -TQQL 020 .'.>>· -::-: '..->.·: . ·.:· 
001 014000 014000 -, Awl see tcm·L 020 . · .- .. :·. ', ··· 
._ - - . 001 014500 014500 - '. Ax{ SEE todL 02.0 · 
,>.<< __ -. .. - .::-- . . . ' - ·. . ~ c ' 
' 12 .'' 
'· -.," 
' 11 . ' 
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. -~ . -. , " ' '. -
. ' ' ' ·'·-" 
."·•. 
.;. - '· 
' ' ,_ 
'.:· . 
. ·:_.,_-.\_-;·.-.- ·< 
-
. ·:- · .. 
- .. -· . , .• 
- -~- -:..:· 
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Inventory Data Sheet 
. Change Sheet . 
Purchase Order {seven parts), .... 
white, yellow, yellow, goldenrod, pink, blue, green 
Credit Memo {four ·part, red ink) . 
white, green, goldenrod, blue 
Requisition (four:·_ part) .. 








~l=R;At NO Dl="C:l"'RiPTION ·-- . .. . . . CODE MFG.. PART NO . ~ 
i I 
SiZE I MIN. OTY lfROM TO I M!N. OTY. IFRO!if TO I BIN !N":c:; ~ 
I 1 l l I I I l ~ 2 
' 
.
SER!AL NO.' - DESCRIPTiON ·- -··· CODE MFC. PART NO. ~ 
I 
S17E I MIN OTY. iFRO!-fl TO ! MIN. OTY. lfll:'"!M! TO l BIN IN1~ .. ~ 
... .. · I I I I I T T l ~ 2-
SERIAL NO. .,--- - :-' DESCRIPTION ••r• CODE MFC. PART NO. ~-
I 
. . 
SIZE I MIN. QTY. IFROl'd TO I MIN. QTY. FRO!if TO T BIN TNI ~ I I I I I T T 2 
SERIAL NO.I - - DESCRlP'l"lON - . - CODE MFC. PART NO. ~ 
·I 
~i7F" I IJilN DTY lroni,!l Tn I MltJ. OiY IFf;>(W!I TO I RIN 
'"'"''' 
· .. 
.... ~ - . 
I I I I T I T T ~ 2 
SERIAL NO. ·- DESCRIPTION ---· -· CODE MfC. PART NO. ~ 
I I 
SIZE I MIN. QTY. lfP.OM TO I MIN. QTY. H>Clllll TO I BIN IN"'" ~ 
I 1 · I I I I I I ~ 2 
SERIAL NO. DESCRIPTION CODE MF"C. PART NO. ~ 
I 
SIZE I MIN. QTY. IFRCMI TO I MiN. QTY l"P.OMI TO 1 BIN lN"'~ . ~ 
I I I I I I I I ~ 2 
SERIAL NO. .. DESCRLPTION CODE MF"C. · PART NO. "' 
I 
c:;.r7i:- I lull~. r:'lTV 1~;;1(-.... 1 T() f Ul"-1, l"lTV ~ul Tr"I I P.I t.J ll\.lt>.~ ~ 
I I ! I I I I I ~ 2 
SERIAL NO. - DESCRiPTION CODE MfG. PART NO. ~ 
I 
. 




I I l I I I I I ~ 2 
SERIAL NO. . -- DESCRIPTION CODE MfC. PART NO . ~ 
I 




! I .. -1 I l i T I I ~ 2 
SERIAL NO. OESCR!P'nON CODE MFC .. PART NO.. ~ 
I 
SIZE I MIN. DTY. !FROM! TC I MIN. QTY. IF!iiid TO f BIN lN~ fil 
I i L ..... -- I I I I I I 1 ~ 2 




Size 01 1, 





CENTRAL STORES INVENTORY 
CHANGE SHEET 
Mfg. J Part No •. 
·1 t I 
I I ' I t I I • 
Stock 05 u 'Drop 09 
Quantity 06 I I 
Unit Price . 07 1. I I t 
Last Unit Price 08 r 
On Hand Only 14 I I 








Price Qty. Only 15 '--'L-L~-'-~""'--'1 ±Rec'd-Not-Priced 13 I 
CENTRAL STORES INVENTORY 
CHANGE SHEET 
Mfg. I Part No. I I I I I I I I 
IMin.Qty.03 I I I I ·I 
I I I I I I I I 
Stock 05 LJ Drop 09 L.J Drop Sei;ial ·Only 16 
Quantity 06, I :t Bin 04 
Unit Price 07. I T I Vendor 12 
Last Unit.Price 08 T On Order 10 
On Hand Only 14 I L:!: Back Order 11' 
Price Qty. Only 15 I 1± Rec'd-Not-Priced 13 
,J 
I I I I 
I· I I I L 
LI 
I I l 
J 
I . --
I .I 1 I 
:1 l J 
I I J 
L.J ,. 
I I 
I I I 
I I ·~. 
I . I I 
'· 
l I I 
<·.' 
-21~ 
Form 28'1·Z6 M Seta 2-6.1-13513 19·7-4 
IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
Property and Equipment Department 
AMES, IOWA 
. PURCHASE ORDER 
ORIGINAL No. 
Date SHOW ABOVE PURCHASE OR· 
COLLECT SHIPMENTS Will NOT BE ACCEPTED DER NUMBER ON INVOICE. 
. HF. 0. B. shipping point, PREPAY TRANSPORTATION. CHARGES· AND ADD TO INVOICE. ·Prepare Invoice showing description of 
Items ln addition to catalog number. Mail Invoice to: IOWA' STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION, P. & E. Department, Ames, Iowa. 




Or Size Item 
~:t. Hwy. Comm. 




, _____ -·--- ----·· ---·--·-----------1-------------------1------ --------i------·---·--1-----
--------- ----------------------+----------------··-----·--------------·- ··------
--- ------ -----·-- ---------·----1------------------1----+--------c------ -----·---
--~-- f------·-f---------~--------------1---4----+-------1------
~----1----+----------1----------------4------1----t------;-----
PACKING SHEET MUST ACCOMPANY ALL SHIPMENTS 
IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
GEORGE DUNLAP - P &. E Superintendent 
BY------------------Purchnstng Agent 
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT - OFFICE RECORD 
Mail to _______________ . ___ _ Rcq. No. _______ , ______ _ 
Address __________________________ _ County ________________ _ 
Quotation Schedule No. ______ Comm. Min. _________ _ Dept·---------------
Contract Date __________ Contruct No. Equip. No. or Proj. No. ________ _ 
P~ A·3976. 
(This Copy to Vendor) 
-22-
Iowa State Highway Comml,.lon 
· Form 716-A 
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT VOUCHER ' .. · -
Voucher No·----------~---
. ORIGINAL VOUCHER Contiols 09_ '.-----'--------'------- .. -19_._-__ Purchase 
· · . ·Order No._ THE STATE OF IOWA 
000 - PRIMARY ROAD FUND 
···,' . 
'f. 
Vendor's Invoice No. _____________ _ 
Vendor is to execute Claimant's Affidavit and return to Iowa State Highway Commission, ;,.,1th invoice. Please enter .~nvoice 
No'. above, and attach Invoice. ·., 
" ~ ' VENDOR NO. 
'•' 
To,_·_·-'---'------------------------------~~ I· ~I ' 
·.• . Address--------------------------'---'------------------'-
-Qty &. State '-. 
. Quantity· Mfg. No. Item .. ,-. l:f:j;· Hwy. Comm-. ·, ;i"P.ur111!et A~~"' 

























~tfite of lowa., County~£'--------'·------"" 
I, · --------------------?o s~lemnly .sw~ut tha~ rhF s~~ei'!ll' 
ltems mentioned 'n the wlchl~ ac;;~ount _ar~ just and ¥nnald, 
(~1~1man1), ______ _,,(l-d~---------k)--~--..;,,.,--,-
n iyld~al'.s Slffnature ln In . : ', 
Subscribed e~d sworn to before me thls·------dny of-------------------· 19 ____ . 
(SEAL) Notary Public-Clerk of Dl:ndct Cpun 
EXT, AND FTOS. C~lK~~"~=,--~--====C=l-=IE=C=K=E=D=A=N,=D=A=U=D=IT=B=D'=-•=-·---------= 
Abmact Pate BY--------------------'--
·---------
Vcmclu:~ by ' 
'. 1·,1 
1::' ' ii c9~!>,. ')~.': 
;-----.!.---·--· -. -~-: -: _._,, --;-.-·-.-.-, -· -.• -"·-~.:...'""'.""--· ,-·-· ' 
... Aocoup.i No.·. · 
, .... 
1: - ·.:. 
:.· .. ' 
•i' 













..... , .. 
-23-
. ·. ' . . . 
·; low~ State Hlghwav Commission . 
. Forni 710.A 
..: P~OPERTY. ANO EQUIPMENT VOUCHER ··· .... Vouche~ No·--------------
·,1; 
DUPLICATE VOUCHER. Coo trola · 09 ·~-----------'"--------• 19 ___ ~Purchase THE STATE Of IOWJ\ OrdcrNo. 




. Vendor .. is t~· ex~c~te Cla~aci~;s Atlidavit alid. return 
;·No. aboye,'and.a~tach lnvoi~~: · :,.... · 
; .. ·.;;.):-· '\\ • .. ':', ., 1'.:: 
'':<' t', ,· .• ':. 

















· Vendor1s lrw.oice No~_ .. _·-,--..,---,---,-..-....,. 
~~~ ' H"'v. Comm. · .~i~ .. : .. ,' ::.· ' No. . , St9ck No., '. . , .. ., 
.. ~..;,..-t--"--~-11--"""".--~-.. -.-.. -r-,..-.. .. ...,,..,--"~.,~ •.. -.,-.....,...--ir---,.._---~ ... -. -----...-----'----~--"~ ...~,--''f--,--~~--'-,tj--..-.,-~.,-.. ,~ .•· ·~-rlr-------~ ..,.., 
'.,·:·,. ,I", 1.'{, ,':.J~ ,;I, ;\\,:~\":~\:;;, 
·:y:\;-:·t-.,+.----. .,-! -.~ .. ~ ... 
·' I ' ~ , ,' : '! ' (,: .. ·•·. 
;1· •. 
.' ,·:1' 
,'j, ,· . ,. 
•'i' d·" I 
.,, .... :: 
·.,: 
f,,• ::.i:·, :].' 
1''i. '" ··''1 
1''' 
:· ' 
·; .. !::.::\:r. ;· 
., ; 
~ . ' ' 
,:, .. 1;;' .. \ • •I: ~·1; .. . \:;~'.\:1:: .. ;·.·~,:i.\·r·i' ·,.... . ,·(. .:·. 
·--<·>---~-....... ~-.-'.\ ·~-.,._c"--~..,---7"1--~.---.~ ..--,-;-".,--,,.......,.--,..,-,.,.-;.-."""',...,.-.. -,.--~..----r~--1---,-,--t"7"-r-~+--t---.-,.,,..-,...,....--r,1'·~f"'-.-.r---.......,.-
;., \ 1·~· \.:>.~,I·, ' 1 ' i :I: ' " . ' ':: : i I . 
I:•.,'.•, 
\; I ,' ... :/ !;'f: "> ,i' :· I(:;,,'! '.f i i\:' •;';i.\t \ "::]~ 
"'.r"·--+---....--llfc----·-t-------'.:-l ---·- __ ,_._._. ~" 
-:-----~.,__.· _, ... ·_·-t-·""·:_ ... _ .. _.,.'_"_ .. _, ·_·_ ...., ._.1:_'''.,_i\._:1._\.1.,..·,_,.:_. ·_i:~_1l"_.i_;./_· ._ .._. --,...,-,-;.,-,--r-.-,.-t"T--,--...,.......,,,~.,._,...,,.,,,,.., __ ,_-t' \Y;'.·r?.·,,'I,,:· ... : ::, .:.'.J 







•:" '. .. 
·,1 
---~·======~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·=~~·=·~~~~~~;~·~~~~.~-,=,.~.-.=.===.=~;=,,~~~~~.=.,=·:=::~ .. ~.=.-.= .~i=.=.~~~~~~~---.-.---11 i:··i ! ,:\." )~-.-, 
cLAIMt\NT'~ AI'f!PA ~T \'>,. , ,! ,.. " • r ·· ; · '1" ,• I! '~·. ·; ·1 '' ,. · • ,: ,'!''.11 ,l;~ · ,•·," ;·C~J?~ ~:· ,·,-~taFg~ ... I~,Va.~o~tt~Y.~f-.:.....~-_.:,.---"'"' ~s:. . , ·,f,· llr-'"!_ .. _'_';...;:i_·'-·~~---~~--~---.-----
:i' .,! I.~ " . . dc,spfomnlv •w••< that tho severJ:' :;,[ . ' AcC:,~nt No. ' ' ' .;o\i.{OLIN~ 
;lteMs mc~~!onCd ~~l the with;ln acco~nt are jut'~ a~~.d-unp~td.' '' · ·: · 1 ' 1 1 · f: . · · .' ·.! • -.---. --------- ------------
;:;,_.._: .:,: •!••, I 1 , ', 1:· ·!1 
.\.;~:·r; · .. r <q111h\'l~n.t)_,'~-----,,-o--,-,...,.,....,....----~ (l.~dividUal'~ Stgnatur~ ~n Ink) 
. '.•, 
:,: 
: l· .' 
·,l1 
sµb:jctil;>~d· ~~d 'uwo~n: ~o 'bcfc;>re: rue this~ . ..--...-daY, ~f 
'.) :i:! '; ' ! . ! . .. ' ' ' '' . ' ; " ' . 
; (S/!AI:.) 1:; --- Notory Public-Clerk<?/ Qlotrl~t ~I.if 
I I;; 
·~~------·-----~---', 1? .. : ,!, i'.:: .'. 
.. 
' L ~ 
·, i 
·",·i.' ;, ~ r ' . ! 
jlXT. !-ND FTOS. CHKD. CHECKED ~ND! A,UDITEQ ! 
. . " . . ' ' . . ~ ' ' 




rj'. Vouch~r bv ·. 
. ,,,\ ' 
.·i . 
'!I' .,·! .·!~, '.,,~·~,·,·,,,",',~.-ct'?.:·.~:-.-. -. -----------!--•---~~-----. -. -·-- ----·-,------·-~-----------"-,---,--,...,~ '1/!· ·\. . , ~ , ·i'":: ,i'C~~-




IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION PURCHASE ORDER 
·p & E COPY Property and Equipment Department AMES, IOWA . No; 
Date SHOW ABOVE PURCHASE OR· 
COLLECT SHIPMENTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED .DER NUMBER ON INVOICE.' 
){ F. 0. B. shlpplng point, PREPAY TRANSPORTATION CHARGES AND ADD TO INVOICE. Prepnre Invoice showing dcscrlptlpn oE. 




City & State 
----------.--00.=-=---=-============;o=================;c====r======r======;==-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 










______ .. -----·---------- -----------------·----- -----------;----·--
-------·----· --·--------------1------------------------·--- -------f---·----------
------------ .:..__----1----~ -------1-------·-----·-·------------------- -------------------
-----·---- -·---+----------- --~---·----------------------·- ---·--------·1-----l------ ' 
Prices Checked Dy 
-------------------· 
AMOUNT, 
$ _________ Sh~?~1_g_cha~11cs nbsorbcd ------------~· 
DISTRinUTION 
·-----
.!:' cost (i_-~~!-~'~~~'{L ________ ------------ ! 
1------~----· $ 
$ ·--.. 
=c--".-=::.:.="""'=·==c=o:c-.=--=.=-====· .. c .. c=.c."cc.:=o.======c=====.c==---==---==--=c'C',:--7-====-==o-- ! -= 
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT - OFFICE RECORD . 
ivlail to. Req. No. _________ _ 
Address __________ _ <?aunty _________ _ 
Quotation Schedule No. ____ . ___ Comm. Min. Dept·------------·------
Contrnct Date _______ _ 
.Contract No. 
·. Equip. No. or Proj. No:·-----------
(Retain in P & E File) ' . 
'PRICE COPY 




· Property-~nd Equapment-Departnient 




Date SHOW ABOVE PURCHASE OR· 
.COLLECT sH1PMEN1s:w1LL ·Nor BE ACCEPTED oBR NUMBER PN 1Nvo1cE. . 
If F. 0. B. shipping point, PREPAY TRANSPORTATION CHARGES AND ADD TO INVOICE. Prepare. invoice s~owlng description of . 
. items in addition to catalog number, Mall Invoice to: IOWA.STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION, :p, & E. Departineni, Ames, Iowa, ·' 
.- .· · Peliver to · . . . · .. • . . , , . . RECEiviNo DEPT'.: GARAGE . _, ·· 
- lowa Highway.. ' ' ;. '·I . n. ,:-.:: 
.COmm. c/o · . ·. 1 • _ 
····' 




. Cicy &. 'State. 
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. 'Q•v Quantity .Mfg. No. · "·' ' I~m · lf!J; Hwy. Com111. u.,11 '\ oa:te 
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Pomputin1i Center On Order · Con1putlng Center Received Computing Cq1Her 'Prk1; 
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. \' ,,, ,, 
;, ' 
'I .. 
---------------~-----------. ------·------------ --,--------------.. -----'---'-,--..,----'----------,,---PROPI~RTY AND EQUIPMENT DE_PAR _!ME~- Ol'!~~CE R~CORE_ __ ·------~--------------
. 1 M~li to~· -------------• 'l ••. R~q. No. ___ _ . ..:.. ...... ~_.. ........ ___... ___ . -
. '' ~ ' ' . 
:i;- ' J' • 
i': Address. ___ _ 
'·· :1 
•1,)1' '. .• 
Coi1nty_· ____ _ 
f:ipu~tatlqn Schedu!ci No.:__. ___ _:_ __ ._· -__ comi:n. Mh\·-------------- Dept. 
------------------------ -~---·-------------,-. 
·: Cont(act Date·-----~·-----
' 1 ·: ,. • •• 
Contract No·---~------- Equip. No. or Prqj. No. __ : ___ ~--·,--;---·----'----~~-; 
(Pri~e Copy) 
. RECEIVING COPY 
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IOWA STATE ''HIGHWAY.." COMMISSION 
Property and Equipment- Department 
AMES,-IOWA 
19·7·4 -
- PURCHASI): ORDER 
No . 
Dat SHOW ABOVE PURCHASE OR, 
. COLLECT SHIPMENTS WILL NOT BE ACCJ:PTED DER NUMBER ON INVOICE. 
If F.O.B. shipping point, PREPAY TRANSPORTATION CHARGES AND ADD TO INVOICE. Prepare invoice showing description of 
items in addition to catalog number. Mail invoice to: IOWA STATE }iIGHWAY COMMISSION, P. & E. Department, Ames, Iowa. 
Deliver to 
Iowa Highway Comm. c/o ________________ _ 
Address ________________ _ 
To----------------------------





City & State 
















ABOVE ITEMS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED AS SHOWN: 
RETUR,N TO P & E PROMPTLY Receipted-for but not entered on KARDEX 0' -
Check shipment carefully and note any 
Entered on Form 535 D Entered, on_Form 820 0 
-' Entered on KAR DEX 0 Date Ente1·erl 
errors or breakage. In case of breakage on --
rail, truck, or express shipments, have ., 
freight bill properly noted and attach. Engineer 
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT - OFFICE RECORD 
------------------ --------------
Mail to·----------------------------- Req. No. ____ _ 
Addres•----------------------------- County ___ __:_______, _______ _ 
Q,;'otation. Schedule No._· _______ Comm. Min .. ___________ _ 'Dept. 
Contract Date ________ ~ __ Contract No .. __________ _ :. 'Equip. No. or Proj. No. _________ _ 
(To be returned to P & E Office) 
J'o~ii()s~~26 ~."Sots 2~~13s13 · 
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-... ~ ... 
·1owA:STATE'.HIGHWAV.COMMISSHlN . .t~".(~t '' ' PURCHAS11 ORDER .,, 
FIELD RECEIVlNG COPY .Property ·and- Equipment-Department 
. AMES, IOWA.· . No. 
. .' ~ :.::_ .. 
· · · Dar• SHOW ABOVE PURCHASE OR· /"· t· COLLECT SHIPMENTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED DER NUMBER.ON INVOICE. 
~f F. 0. B, shipping point, PREP A y TRANSPORTATION CHARGES AND ADD TO . lNVOlCE. . Prepare lflyoic~ .showing descdpdop of.. 
lt,elt),s in addition to catalog number. Mail invoice to: IOWA ST ATE 1-IIGHWA Y CQMMlSSION, P, .& E. Departinent;' Ames, Iowa. 
\. \,Deliver to . . RECEIVING D: npT OARAOr. 
:Iowa Highway ' ·· ... " · " 
'\·Gomm. c/o·· " I II 
··'1' ' ;···.- ,··~·:~" • ' .. ':;"° ,,· ,, ·~··. 
., :-, Addre~s,· ________ .:...,.., __ --'"". ·,..·· -----'"--'--·' _.·...:· ...;,._:_-------,--'--_:_-'-_;_---------'.,.---,.,·.,.· ,_. -. ...:':c.:·'.·~· _.:.-'-:.•...:· _· -.-,-'--'--'-'-----'.,-
\(' .. ., . \ , ,', ... , 1~'~:?\\N0.-1 .,:, 
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" ; ·:· .. . : . . :: : : ; . " '\·. ~i·. · ... ', .:. . . 















.,,;'..!;)··•;:':/···~: :l.1.~t:.\· · .. ~\ ..... ;' ', .. . ·. . . ' '·1 
'i 1'' RETUU.N Tci FIELD OFFIC~ 
PROMPTLY; . " ~ r'• 
'' ! '._,;,i >· (' 
'Abc:>ve itein~ '.\lave.been' ~eceived as shof-11 ,' 1! . 
. ' Qheck shipment c11refu!ly and note any ' 
· etr9rs pr break~ge. In cnse of breakag~ on 
. rail~' truck~ pr ·express ship10ents, hav!! 
:,freig'h~ bill properly noted and arracp. 
! ' ' • 
:.· 
.. : .. ::· 
·,, J :· !'··· 
Receiyjng Agi;n,t 
--:-----r =====i===;o====================•================"""'========r--.---------~=============== 
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT OfFlCE RECORD . 
. '1, ('1·' 
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Returned· by_ , 
Address· 
.,Constructio!' J 
Use Only · Proj No. County 
Quantity 
Returned 




MFG Por; No. or Hwy; Co,,:,m." ·. 
St~ck No 
.- .. : I 1' . ·1 
I I 1 I '1 .I.· I I" I I· I· I I 1·- I I I 
·, I I ; I I I •o ,··-.·l··I I I '1 I I • 
·, t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I·, I I 'I I ·I I I I I ·, I • I I- I 
i I I I I o 0 o . ~ I t I f I I 
I I I I I I I I I I t I I I·. 1 I I 
I I I I I I o o o I o • I I -,· I 1 
t t I I I I I I I I.·, I I I I t I 
I I '.I .I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I 
.. , ' ' . " ' ·, ' 
' ' ' 
I I I I I I I. I I t I I I I I 'I t 
I ' ' I ~ I I I ·I I I I. I I I I 
*Classifications 
-A 00000 MAINT 




··.· .. · 
J · ., 





:., .... , 
··.-.-· :: .. ,;_.' : __ 
:.C~unty·..;;..,;..;..;._;,,_...;.. _____ .__ ___ ...._'--_. _ _. 
. _ . : (M~inl "l:J se_. Only) . · 
'·< 
·'-:Credit"" Memo Nii ____ ..._ ______ __ 





.: .. _ 
....... 
, ;.;·. -·-
.. : : .. 
«;:re_dit * .· Ma int 
· ' Amount· To 
·, k:ta·~sifi~atior Sec. Unit 
. .. 
· ·.·,.011.M ezz 
10M SETS:-~-62.-131815 -
--Returned to 
IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
-CREDIT MEMO 
:,,.· 
.--~D~E~P_T ___ __,GARAGE ' 









.. PACKlNG LIST 




MFG Part No. or Hwy. Comm.-
Stock No 
I I ,-
I I 1 ,- I I I I· I I I 
' I I ' ' 1 I-
,- I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I 
I I I ' . 
I 
I I I ·, I I I t· I I I I I I t I-;· 
I t I. I' ' I I I I I I I· I 
I I I 1 - I I I I I··; I I - 1 I ; I 1 
I I -t I 1- I ,- ·1 I I I I· I I I 
I I ,- " ., I , , . ' I ·, I I ' I 
t ,- ! ! ·t I I 1 l ! 1 t 1 '.I "1 I 
I I i I I I I 
' 
*Classifications 
A 00000 MAINT 
B 00000 
STOCK 
CONST or other Dept •. 
DEPT GARAGE 






" _ (M~int Use Only) . , 
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MFG Part No. or Hwy. Comm. 
Stock No 
I I I ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' 
' ·' ,· . ' ' ' ' 
' ' ' 
·1 I I ·1 I ' I t 
. . 
I" ·'t I I., I I o o I I I 1' I o t' I I 
I· I I I · 1 I I I I r ·r. I 't f. I I I 
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I I I I o ··, I I ·, I I I I I ' ' • 
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I I I I I 1. I I • I I I I I I, I I 
l ., I I I I I I ·1 1 f I I I I I I 
I I I I I' I I I I I • I I I .. I I I 
1 I.· I I I I I I I I ' I ... I ' I.' 
*Classifications 
A 00000 MAINT 
B 00000 ·CONST or either D_ept. 
STOCK 
0 0riginator's Copy 
PB 27342 
I. f . I 
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P'Ol\M 62Z .:.. .. 
·1'0M Sll:TS .. 4·8~·,31fS'!!i IOWA STATE HIGHWAY: COMM-ISS10l'J· 
CREDIT MEtltO 
·-::-·-.. ·: 
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.· - - -· _IMamt U~e Onlrl 
·:_·_._.-





.---P~EP~T ____ ____,GARAGE 
,_:A=d::d:_:re:s:•:..==:::;:==============================:::;--:--:--:--:--:----~-:-·~t~-·~1-:-~' ---"'."1 __ ~l~D~·~--:/ 
\
Construction I I · 
Use Only Proj No. County 
Quantity 
Received 
Quantity I MFG 
Returned Code 
MFG Port No. or Hwy. Comm. 
Stock No 
. I I 
I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I· I I I I· I I I j I I I 
I I I I I I ' I 
' 
I I I 
I ' I I I I I I I I I I .I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ' ' 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I r I I 
. I I I I I I I I I I I ·1 I I I I I 
I i I I I 1· I I I I I ' I I I ·1 I 
I I i I I I I I I I I I ' J I I 
I I I I I-., "I I ·1 I 1 -I -I I I I 
-;-.. .:-.__._ .. .. 
·1 -1.:1 -1 "1 1· I I - ,- I I "1-· -r. 1 i 1": 
.: 
_, -, --.; I -·, I 
·' 
i --,- I . J ·; I 1· ·- I ; 1· 
_*Classifications - -· 
A 00000 MAINT 
RECEiVING-COF'Y 























60M SETS-A-62-t 31 84 IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL REQUISITION 
Shipping Agent----------------~----------------------~0-E~P~T-----~ 





Use Only I 
Quantity Quantity 
Received Ordered 
PS: E COPY 
PB 27342 
Proj No. County 
MFG MFG Part No. ar Hwy. Comm. 
Code Stock No 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 




I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I ,· I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I , .. 
*Classifications 
MAINT A 00000 
B 00000 
STOCK 
CONST or other Dept. 
I I I I I 1n 
I 
Description 
I I ·1 
, . I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
I I I 
I I I 
I ·, 
I I 
I I I 
I I I 
SIGNED 
, 9- "1-'4 
CountY------.,.------------(MQint Use Only) 
Requisition No. ____ 4_8_Q __ 4 __ G"--
88 B Date Ordered Date Shipped 
Unit Charge* Maint Purchase 
Amount To 












-E-PT ______ _ 









Proj No. County 
MFG MFG Part Na. or Hwy. Comm. 
Code .Stock No 
I I I I I I I I I 
I. I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I· I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I f 
, . f I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I 
' 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
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I ·, I ·I I I 
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*Classifications 
A 00000 MAINT 
1;l 00000 CONST or other Dept. 
STOCK 
I ·1 I I I I 
I I I 
I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I ( I I I 
I I I I 
' 
I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I 
-
I .. ,. 1 I 



























4804 G Requisition N.o·------------
888 Date Ordered Date Shipped. 
Charge* Ma int Purchase 
Amount To 










Receiving Agent __ --'------------------------------------------~ DEPT GARAGE 
Address 
ICor.struction 
Use Only I Proi No. County 
--
. I Quantity MFG I MFG Part No. or Hwy. Comm. 
-- I Ordered 
l 








I 1· I 
' 
I I I I I 
.. 
I I I I I I I I I 
1 I I I 1 1 I I I 
I I I I I I I 
' 
I I- I I I 1 1 I 
I 
I 
I I I 
' 
I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I• I I I I 
I I I I I ,- I 
I I I I I I I ,_ ' 
I J I I 
' 




, MA INT 









I I I I I 





I I I I I 
I 
' ' ' 
I 
I I I I I 




I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 1n 
I 
.Description 
I I I 
I I 
_J 
I I I 
' ' ' 
' 
I I I 
' ' 
I 
I I I 
I I j 
I I 
I I I 
I I I 
CountY------...,-------------(Maitl1 Use Only) 
Uni_t 
Price 





CJ CJD DOU 
-· 
Charge• Ma int Purchase 
To 






. ~130M :-5£TS-A-G2.-1-21:94 IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COM:MISSION 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL REQUISITION 
Shipping Agent----------------------------------~----~o~e=Pr=----~..,.,..~ 
Address _____________________________________ _,__..__,__..__,__.._.__~ 
Receiving.Agent_~--------------'~----------~..;.....--------------.:.----~ ~--D~EP~T---~GARAGE 
Address. 
ICo.nstruCtion 1-. Use Only · Proj No. County 
Quantity Quantity 
. Received Ordered 
. ·.• .. 
MFG 
·Code· 
I I 1 
MFG Part No. ar Hwy. Comm. 
Stock N.o 
I t I· ,. r 
··I -, . I I .I· 'I I. I I I. I I I I ·, I I 
. , · I 1 ·I., I I I I I I I I I 
•.I 1 .·, I I ·I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I i I 
. , . 
. ··, I·,, I ,· I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. ,· I ,. I ,· I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 
I I .. ,· I I I I I I I. I I I I. I I I 
I ·1" ,· I I I·, I I I I I 1· 1· I I '1 
.. ; . 1 .·1· I i I 1. I I·,. I I I j I I I 
I •l -1 ···f ·j. ·, 1 j· ·,·'I· I· I I 1 -., l"t 
.-::~· ... ~: ,.,. : .-' 
I·· i c·, ·. I ,- , .. ·I I I. 1 I I ·1. I '·--1 I ·1 I 
.·;r,. Classifications. 
·-· .. ··· 
. AOOOOO 
.. B 00000. 
MAINt··· 





· ..... ·<- ... ·.·.· 
:_ ... 
- ,•' 
: .. _.:. 
STOCK ~ECEIVING COPY . 
· Received by . 
._·::_· '•.,_ 
··.County_..,.,..,...,.......,.,....~..,...,---------....,.--
IMoinl Use Only) . 4 Q n A iG : . 
Unit 
.Price 







Maii:it .. Purchase:. 













- ---.~.-~· --- -
- - - - - -· - -· - _;;-- _': ... ·· ---- -
. .· 







No. Description No. Mfg. Part No .. 
.000000 o o·o o o o o o o o o·o o o o o o o o o_o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 o o·o o o o o o.o o on o o o o o o 
1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 35 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4E 47 48 4! -~~~M~$fil$~~~~~~~~~ 
. 1. 1 1 1 1 1 111 1111·111) 1,.,1 111 111111111·111.111111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , . 




3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3·3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3·3 .3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
444444 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444 4 4 ·4 444444444444444444 
... 
. . 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .5 5 5 5 ·5·5 5 5 5 5 55~~5~5555555555~5 
. . 
6 6 6 6 6 6 s.s s:s s s s 6 s s s·s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s·s s s 6 6·6 6 6 6 6 6.6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
-
. 71J"777 7 7 7 7 7 J 7 7 7 :1 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 .1 7 7 7 J 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 77 7 7 7 77777·1.177171777 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 a 8 s as 8 as a 8.8-~·8 as ass s a a a a s·8 s ~ 8 5·a a 8 8 8.B a a as a 8 8 8 888818B88B888888.88 
9 9 9 9 9 9 99999999999999999~999999999999999999999] 9 9 9 9 9 9.9 9 ·9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
68 69 70 71 12 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
111111 1 1. 1.1. 1 1 I 
.. 
2 2 2 2" 2 2. 2 ·2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.3 3 . 
4444444444444 
5·5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5·5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6_6 6 66 6 6 6 
7 7 7 j 7 7·7 1171 7 7 
a a· s s a s a s s s a s s 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9-9 9 9 9 9 
68 69 70 71 7273 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
I 
w 
°' . I. 
INVENTORY DATA CARD NO. 2 
Min. Qty. Min. Qty. 
Mfg 
Serial s s Bin r if"'rv'l< 
No. Size Qty. 0 Qty. 0 No. iN .,... Mfg. Part No. Skip l2 )..j 0 )..j 0 ..1.: No. 
ll:-i 8 ll:-i 8 u. 
00000( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D·D 
123456 7 8 S iO il 12 13 i4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 j2 33 34 3~ 35 37 38 3! 40 41 42 43 44 45 46147 48 4! w~~~~~$~~~~~~~~~~~ 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 !Bo 
I 111111 111111111111111 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 :i 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22222 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222;22222222222222 2 2 2 2 ·2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 ~ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 j 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 








.. . .. 
.. ,_ 
·-
55555f 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
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._. __ ,. 
-· CONTROL CARD 
FOR·. 
·sTATUS .LIST 
- .• HISTORY LIST 
· ... -
- -. - ._·: .:..,.".:.:· .. -. 
.. _ ._::.... __ ; 
.. ~ :..: ·..• . ~ - . :- . . -
.. 
- . ~ :·.·. ·<·.-··.' 
. -. ·~ . •' .. 
-- ·:·: -- - . ·- ~·-. 
. -· :..-.~--. - ~ 
. ·- - ·- -
--. ,_.. . . ~ . . 






-- . -~ :Serial. °'1 · SeriaJ . _ ·· ·. ·· ·.. . ~• · -.. - .· .. . .. ·· ·· · · · · · 
- '. ·.,.- .. 
~ . 44 - --- .. _, -- : -·. ~- -
:E: :E: . ' ' . . . . '' . .. . : ' • .: .. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 o•o 0 .o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .o 0 n 0 O·D 0 0 n D 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 
-· 
1 2 3 4 s s 1 es io111213141s1s111s1s2021222324is202122·293031323334-35JSj73839~41424J44454647-.4849SDs1525354555557sa59eos1~63'4656667SJ697D717213;74757&n78781D ·-
l 11111111 11 t 11111111111111111111· 11l1-,11111111111111111111_111111l1-1111.1111.1-111111 
2 2 2 2 2) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2' 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2. 2 2 2 2 2;. 2 2. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
33333333333333333.33333333~3333333333333333333333333~J33333~3333333333333333l3333 
44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444~4444444444444444·4444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5·5 5 5 5 5 5-5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 s 5 5 5·5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 s 5 5.5-5 
-· . -. 
66666665i6S666666666666SSSSS6SS666666666666~6666666666S666666666666666666~666666 
77777777177177777777777777777777777771777777777777777777777777777177·777777777771 
8 8 8 8 8 8 B 8 BBB 8 8 8 BB a.a 8 8 8 8 B 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 B 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8-8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
s s s s s s s s s s s s s. s s s s s s 9 s s s·s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s .9 s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s 9 9 s s s s gs s es s s 
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-: ·-.: - . --
· ... { :· -· ... --
PHYSICAL INVENTORY.ADJUSTMENT CARD -
• -.Actual -- .,._ -- -- --- ___ _ 
Z Serial Quanti~ - -- ·: 
- ~ - - - - -- --
0 o o on o o o o o o o o o.o o o o o o-n o o o o o o o o o o o o 0-0 o o o.o o o o o o o o o o o o~un o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o oj o o·o 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22-23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 "37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 S5 56 57 58 59 SJ 61 62 63 M 65 66 67 68 6910 7112 73 74 75 l& 77 71 7810 
11111111 1 11, 111, 111-11111,.111,-11 111111- 11111111·11111111111111111111-111-11·1111111111 
-2 ·2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2_ .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2J. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -
-_- 3 3 3 3 3 3· 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 -3 -~ .3 3 -3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ~ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
- 4 _ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4'. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
":: ·--
-· ._- . 
5~555555555555555555!5~5555555155555555555555555555555555555555555555555555~5555 
6.6 s 6 s & s s 5· s s s 6 s·s s s s s 6 s·s 6 6 s s s s s 6 s s 6 s s s s-6 s s s s s 6 s s s s 6 s s s & s 6 s s s 6 s s s & s s 6 s 6 s s 6 s s s 6 s s & s s 
7777777J7771777J7777777777777177777777777777777711777777771777777777777777777777 





' - ... - ~ 
.- .. -
··-·: :· ... ""•: -_ 
-· .... . ; ....... 
- -
: . ~ _, ·: . . ... . ·~·. -
-.. :- .-
_,,,. ..... · ·.: 
. - -·-· 
. ~·-~·- - -
. :~~ - .. 
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;j or Job I No. 
0 0 D 0 0 olo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
1-·•c•ji 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 L ..l ~ .,. 0 1 
1111i'i'1 1 1 1 i ! 1 .1 1 1 ! 1 i l 1 1 i 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222222222222222222 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
I 
44444 44~44444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 5 6 6 5 6 s 6 6 fi 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
i 7 7 7 7 77t777J7777777777777 
8 8 8 8 B B 8 8 8 S B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 I . 





Expense Memo Date 
No. 
o n o o o o o o o o o o a o 0 D 0 0 0 0 
26 27 7<l 2S 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3S 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
11111111 11111i 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 
33333333 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
44444444 444444 444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 s 6 6 5 666666 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 777777 
8 8 B 8 B 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
Total 
Expense 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
45 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2,2. 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
44444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 s 6 6 6 6 6 
77777777 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
19 9 9 9 9 s g s s s 9 s s s s s s s s 9 s s s s sjs s s 9 s s s s 9 9 9 9 9 s 9 9 9 9 9 s 9 9 9 9 9 s 9 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 s 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 :ZU 2122 23 24 25 ZS 27 2B 2S 30 :ii 32 33 ~~•n~-~~Ga~a~g~G~~~~ 









0 0 0 
54 55 55 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
444 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 
1 7 7 
8 8 8 
g s 9 
S4 55 SS 
Mfg. Part No. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~~~~~~~M~oo~~~wnnnH 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 
222222222222222222 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
444444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 S S·S 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 1 1 1 7 7 7 1 7 7 
s s a s a s s s a a s s a a s a s s 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
n~~~~~ro~~~~~ewnnnM 
000000 
15 76 77 78 79 80 
111111 
722222 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
444444 
5 5 .5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 





I Job Reqn. . 
No.· J No- 01' 1.1-l 
::a: 
I 0 0 {l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 1 1 1 1 11111"11 1 1 1 
" 
2 2 2 2 2 2222222 222 
3 3 3 3 3 3333333· 3 3 3 
44444 4444444 444 
5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 £ 5 s 6 s 6 s £ 5 6 6 6 6 6 
I 7 7.7 7 7 7 7 1 1 7 7 7 7 1 7 
I 8 8 B 8 8 B'S 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 B 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 D 0 0 DD 0 0 DD 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 1i lS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2S 29 30 31 32 33 ~~~~~~~~-0~~E~~~~~~~~M~~~~$~~~~~~~~asnTinnu~~nnn~ 
1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1l1, 111l111111111,, 1111111111.1l1·1111111,.1111111 
222222222222222222 2222222222222222221J2222222l2222222222222222222 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ,3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.3 3 3 3 3 3 
444444444444444444 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.5 5 5 5 s 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5· 
6 6 s 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6-6 6 ,s 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6·6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6·6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 1 1, 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7. 1 7 
8 8 .8 8 8 S 8 B 8 8 8 8 B B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 BS 8 B 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8.8 B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 g 9 9 s .9 9 9 9 9 9·9 s 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ·9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 








Q) ~ .µ Ul 0 ~ ~ "Ci .µ () .Ul ·r-1 .µ )...! ·r-l c Q) co .µ .µ 
2 c rel Ul ::s ·n r-1 () ·r-1 0 Q) Q) 0 .0 CJ - (J) c o~ o~ p::. CJ ?o o o o err fo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 i B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 " ~ 
.) ' 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
444 4 ~ 4 4 44 4 4 4 4444 44 4 4 
5 5 5 5 : 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 5 E 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 s 8 8 ~ 8 8 8 8 B B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 9 f 9 9 s 9 .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 JS 19 20 
MAINTENANCE OBJ~CT OR CLASS CARD 
- · Reqn. ,:!:! 
.µ H 
·Amount No. c :>t rel 0 rel Q) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oii oCO o:O 
21 22 23 24 25 26 2i 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4S 47 4B 49 5( 51 52 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] 1 1 1 1 1 111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 
22222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 
33333333 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 333333 3 3 3 3 3 3 
44444444 444444444444 444444 4 4 4 4. 4 4 
-
55555555 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 555555 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 666666 6 6 6 6 6 6 
77777777 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 B 8 B 8 8 8 B B 8 8 8 8 8 8 888888 8 8 8 8 8 8 
- . 
99999999 9 9 9 9 9 s 9 9 9 9 9 9 9-9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 








3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 . 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.4 4 4 4:4 4 4 4 .· 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.5 5 5 5'5 5 5 5 
. . 
s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s·s s s s s s 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 '7 7 7 7.7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 B 8_8 8 8. B 8 B 8 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 s 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9·9 9 -











9924101190 0 - 0 
0 0 0 0 0 000-0000000 0 0 0 0 0 000000 oooooooooooooooooooonooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 & .10 11 12 13 14 15 ~6 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 ~a~~~~"M~~~~~@~~~~~~~a~~~~~M~~~~"~~~~~~~nu~nnnn~ 
1 l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
. . . 
22222 2222222222. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2222·2222222222222222222222J222222222222222222222 
' " . ' .. -. 
•, .. 
" 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3·3 3 3 3 3 3 3 333333 333333333333333333~333333333333333~3333333333333 
' . . 
. .. 
.. 
: " .·. 
: 4 4 4 4 ~ 4444444444 44444 444444 444444444'444444444444444~4~444444444444444444444 
. "' 
... ,,, .-····. 
... -. .. 
' . 
.. . . . '·. ',, . 
5555! 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.5 5 5 555555 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ·5 5. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
.. 
.. . .. . ·. . 
6 6 6 6 I 6'6 6 6.6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 666666 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 s s 6 s s s s 6 es s s s s s ·6 s. s 6 6 6 6 6 6.s 6 6 6 s 6 6 6 s 6 & s s 6 6 
" 
... 
. .. .. 
" 
. 11111 1171171111 117.11 7 1 1 1 1 7 7111· 1117111711. 7111·111·1·111·17717177117171711117.771 




9 9 9 9 ! 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 999999 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.9 9 9·9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2122 23 24 25 26 "u~~~~"M~~~~~@~~~~~G~~e~~~~~~~~9H~~~~~~~~usnnn~~ 
Date 
:5 
'"'-c::: >i ns 
~ l'tl (!) ~ >4 
0 0 0 0 00 
7516 1718 79 80 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 22 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
44 44 44 
55 5 5 5 5 
6 6 66 6 6 
1 7 11 7 1 
8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 & 99 
151! 1171 79.80 
... 








Tape . Name:_· Mode Blocked 
Data None Move No 
Serial . No. Serial No . Move 50 
Transaction -A Trans. A Move 10 
Master Inv. Master Load No 
I Transaction-B Trans. B Load No 
Stock Transfers Transfers Load No 
Voucher Voucher Move No 





















Same as card formats. 
Serial No. 
New item, change, on 
order, received, price, 
credit memo, requisi.._ 
tion, back order. 
Master 
Need to order, gain or 
loss from purchase 
order, gain or loss from 
credit memo, requisi-
tion issue, credit memo 
return, requisition 
(not priced) , back 




credit memo return 
Gain or loss from 
purchase order, requisi-





variable Length (5000) 
3 Blank (not used) 
3 M~g. 
6 Serial 
18 Part No. 
15 Size 
· 40 Description 
18 Min. Qty. 
5 Bin 
1 N for non-stock item 
7 Number issued since July 1st 
6 Date last issued 
6 Date last received 
7 Qty. on hand 
~ Qty. issued last year 
7 Price quantity 
7 Unit Price 
7 Last unit price 
7 Qty. issued, but not priced 
170 
QUANTITY· ON ORDER 
5 _Qty. 
6 Date 
6 Purchase Order No. 
Record Mark 
QUANTITY .. RECEIVED, . BUT NOT PRICED . 
5 Qty. 

























18 Part No. 
40 Description 
15 Size 
18 Min. Qty. 
5 Bin 
1 N for non-stock 




18 Part number 
40 Change Data 
10 Filler 
2 Type of Change 
27 Filler 
1 Record mark 
-53-
SERIAL NUMBER RECORD 
(Fixed Length (83). 
NEW ITEM RECORD 
Fixed Length (109) 
CHANGE RECORD 








ON ORDER RECORD 
Fixed Length (109) 
6 Purchase Order No. 




1 Record mark 
RECEIVED BY PURCHASE ORDER RECORD 







6 Purchase Order No. 
6 Received by 
6 Date Received 
5 Vendor 
1 Filler 







7 Total price 
PRICE RECORD 
Fixed Length (109) 
6 Purchase order no. 
6 Received by 
6 Date received 
5 Vendor 
1 Filler 




CREDIT MEMO RECORD 



















Credit to classification 





6 Credit memo no. 
6 Returned to 
6 Returned by 
6 Filler 
1 Record mark 
2 81 
3 M\tg. 
6 Seria 1 
18 Part No. 
16:;:, Pro j. No. 
2 .County 
9 Filler 
1 P for proc~ssed 
REQUISITION RECORD 
Fixed Lengt~ (109) 
6 Charge to classification 
4 Section - unit 
2 Filler 
5 Quantity shipped 
5 Quantity ordered 
5 Filler 
6 Requis±tion No. 
6 Shipped by 
6 Shipped to 
5 Filler 
1 Do not back order 




18 Part No. 
16 Proj. No. 
2 County 
9 Filler 
1 P for proces$ed 
-56-
BACK ORDER RECORD 
Fi~ed Length (109) 
6 Charge to clas~ific~tion 
4 Section ~ unit 
2 Filler 
5 Quantity shipped 
10 Filler 
' 6 Requi~d::tion No. 
6 Filler 
6 Shipped to 
5 Filler 
1 Cancel balance of back orde~ 
1 Record mark 
1 1 
2 Filler 
NEED TO ORDER.RECORD 
Variable Length · (5000) 











GAIN OR LQSS ·FROM . P •. 0.; . RECORD 





















( :!:: ) 
6 From location 
6 To location 
6 .Date 
24 ,Filler 
6 Purchase Order 
6 Serial 
1 :Record mark 
GAIN OR LOSS FROM.CREDIT MEMO RECORD 





















From Location (Ret. to) 









REQUISITION ISSUE RECORD 



































CREDIT MEMO RETURN RECORD 
























Unit price (always zero) 
Total price 
Filler 
s:ection - unit 
From location (Ret. to) 





Credit memo no. 
Serial 
1 Record mark 











BACK ORDER PRO.GRAM. 
The back order program is run d~ily for all requisitions in which 
the quantity shipped is less than the quantity ordered. All of 
these cards are sorted in order by manufacturer's part number. 
The program searches the inventory serial number tape until the 
proper d'~scription and serial number are found. A table-look-up 
procedure is used to find the na.me and address for the county fore-
1 
man to which the parts are to be sent when received. This informa~ 
tion is then printed on four-part .form which has the same colors 
as the requii:$ition. Two copies are retained in Ames while the 
other two are sent to the field~ One of these is the office copy 
for the person making the order and the other is the receiving 
copy which will be sent through when the order is received. This 
form is then held until the parts that have been back ordered 
arrive. The quantity that is shipped is noted on the form, and 
the form is then keypunched. 
SERIAL NUMBER PROGRAM 
The purpose of this program is to find the Highwa.y Commission's 
serial number for a certain manufacturer's part number. The 
serial number tape is sorted in manufacturer part number order. 
The input data which is placed on tape is sorted in the same order. 
The input data tape is matched against.the serial number tape and 
each record that matches is placed on the Transaction-A output 
tapeo Any new items that are being added to the inventory are 
also added to an up-dated serial n.umber tape that is produced~ 
As the program is being run, an error list is produced for any 
items other than new items that are not found on the master tape. 
Also, if a .new item that uses the same part number as one that is 




The purpose of this program is to make additions and deletions 
from the inventory. The information for this program comes from 
several documents. These are new item sheet, correction sheet, 
purchase order, credit memo, and requisition. The information 
from these documents is prepared and entered as input from the 
Transaction-A tape. The inventory master tape is also entered 
as input. The output produced by this program is a new up=dated 
inventory master tape and a Transaction-B tape. Transaction-B 
tape contains all of the records necessary to write a need-to-order 
list, A-expense cards, job expense cards, job not completed, a 
gain or loss report, a stock transfer report, and vouchers for 
billing. Items which could not be priced because no price is 
available are put out on this tape and will be processed again 
during the next weekly running. -
When an item is dropped from the inventory, this item is listed, 
listing manufacturer, serial, part number, description, quantity 
and unit price. This record is then eliminated from the new 
master tape. 
After each master record has been processed, a check is made for 
need-to-order. Th:is is determined by adding the current quantity 
on hand to the amount on order and subtracting from that the amount 
on back orders. This is then checked against the proper seasonal 
reo~der point. If the value obtained is equal to or ~reater than 
the reorder point, no action is taken. ]f the value received is 
less than the reorder point, a notice to reorder is given. 
When two cards are received describing a new item, this item is 
set up on inventory. A new mast.er :pecord is prepared and this 
record is written on the up-dated ma~ter tape. 
There is a change sheet available by which changes can be made to 
the master record. Sixteen different types of chang~s can be 
made. This should include every possible change that may be 
necessary. The change numbers and type of change are listed in 
the change procedure. 
Three types of cards are punched from the purchase order. The 
first is an on-order card. When this card is received, a record 
is written to indicate the quantity on order, the date of the 
purchase order, the vendor number and the purchase order number. 
The next is a received card. This indicates that the quantity has 
been received. When this card is processed, the "quantity on 
order record" that was written is removed. If the quantity received 
is not equal to the quantity ordered, the balance will be left on 
order unless a cancel notice is given. This quantity received 
card causes the quantity on hand to be increased by the proper 
I -
I amount. A record is also written to indicate the quantity 
received but not priced and the ·:purchase order number. The 
vendor number is added to the end of the list of vendors. If 
the vendor number was previously entered, it is removed. The last 
vendor on the list always indicates the last .order. The third is 
a price c'arq. When this type of card is received, the present 
price quant{ty is multiplied by the present unit price to determine 
the present total value. To this is added the new quantity and 
the new total.price. From this, is computed a new unit price. 
This new unit price is rounded and then multiplied b?·ck by the 
quantity to determine the total-value. This value is subtracted 
from the purchase order value plus the previous value to determine 
the gain or :loss. Then the purchase order price is divided by the 
purchase order quantity to detelimine the unit price that the last 
shipment was received at. Finally the "received=but"'."'not~priced 
record" foJ::1r,::.this purchase order is removed, if all were received, 
unless a cancel notice -is giveno If the new unit price is more 
than ~en percent different than the previous unit price, a notice 
is given. 
The next type of card that is received is a credit memo card. This 
card causes the quantity indicated to be added to the quantity on 
hand and to the price quantity. A present total value is computedr 
to this is added a value from the credit memo, and a .new unit". price 
is calculated. A gain or ·loss ·resulting from this calculation is 
prepared in an .output record on Transaction-B tape. The actual 
credit memo record is also placed on the Transaction-B tape so 
that the appropriate credit can be prepared. 
The next type of card that is received is an issue card. If this 
card has been previously processed, but not priced, it" is bypassed 
to the pricing section. This issue can either be made from a 
requisition or from a back order. First a check is made to deter-
mine if this item is a cross reference. If so, the item will not 
be processed. If this item is a requisition and all were not 
issued that were ordered, a back order record is written indicating 
the quantity, garage and requisition number, unless a .cancel back 
order indication.has been punched. If this item is a back order, 
a .check is made to find the back order record and remove this 
record if all have been issued. If only a portion have been issued, 
this record is not removed unless a cancel indication is given. 
The next step is to process the requisition or back order through 
the pricing section. A determination is made to see if sufficient 
price quantity is available to process this item. If not, the item 
is bypassed directly to the output tape for later pricing. If 
the pricing can be mad~, the quantity and unit price and total value 
are placed along with the other information on the Transaction-B 
output tape. 
There are several conditions which cause errors on the inventory 
program. These are listed on Error List 2 as follows: 
1. More have been issued than are on .hand. 
2 ·. New i tern using serial number that has been used. The 
part number has not previously been used. Use change 16 
to remove this part number from the serial number tape 
only. One week later you may enter this part number with 
\ 
a different serial number. 
3. The item· does not exist on the master tape for this 
item. If a 16, 26 or 36, correct serial number and 
return. If a 4, 7, 18 or 28, the item is on the serial 
number tape; but not on-. the master tape. Remove i tern 
from serial number tape and one week later enter as a 
new item. If there is a "P" on the 18 or 28 this item 
had not been priced and you have drop~ed it from inventory. 
4. This correction c.ard cannot be processed because g 
06, 14, 15 - Too many are to be subtracted 
10 - The· P. O ~.Number is not on-order. 
11.~ The Requisition Number is not on back-order 
12 - This Vendor Number is not listed for this 
part. 
13 - This P. O. Number is not listed under received-
but-not=priced or the quantity will make the 
on···hand minus. 
5. This card cannot be processed for this .item since it is 
a cross-reference. 
6. This. price card resulted in more than a ten percent 
di~rf;arence in price. This card has been processed. 
'Do not reprocess this card. Correct unit price if 
necessary. 
·7. Not a proper record . 
. !f a part· is issued to Maintenance and no object or class number 
is given, it is charged to Class 21 {Sundry) and Object 117{Misc.). 
If a part has been charged to an A-number that should not be 
charged, it is billed to Maintenance Class 21 (Sundry) and ·:.:. 







INVENTORY OUTPUT PROGRAM 
This program is us.ed to process the Transaction-B tape, which is 
the output of the master program. The program operates in two 
passes. During the first pass, the need-to-order list is prepared 
on the printer. Any stock transfers are placed on the stock 
transfer taio>e for later use. Any issues to A-numbers or job 
numbers are punched out on cards. After the whole tape has been 
processed, it is rewound and the second pass is made. This pass 
prints the gain and loss report on the printer while punching 
unfinished job numbers on cards. 
STOC-K TRANSFER. REPORT 
The inventory output program produces a stock transfer tape. 
This tape is sorted in order by location. Then a stock transfer 
report is prepared, listing for each location the items of stock 
that were transferred from central stores to field inventory stocks. 
Two copies are prepared of this report. One is used to post the 
books illocally and the other is sent to the field for their records 
and posting to theif field inventory books. 
PRICE LIST 
Each week after running the central stores inventory program, an 
up-dated listing is prepared of all of the items on inventory. 
The master tape is used to prepare this listing. The list is 
prepared on the 1401 and lists certain basic data about each item. 
VOUCHER LIST PRoGRAM 
At the end of each month we have one Transaction-B tape for each 
week that was processed. This tape is processed on the voucher 
tape preparation program. As the tape is being read, each item 
that requires a voucher, is written off onto another tape. Any 
items that are for construction projects will have a voucher pre-
pared for each item separately. Each Transaction-B tape is pro-
cessed in succession until all have been completed. Then the 
voucher tape is sorted in ord'.~r by location. Then the vouchers '' j'.:' . 
are prepared for each location listing all of the items received 
during that month. A total is printed at the bottom of each 
voucher. For each voucher that is prepared, a credit card is 
punched in order to credit the Property and Equipment account 
for the amount billed. For vouchers written to Maintenance, an 
object and class card is prepared for each item that is processed. 
HISTORY TAPE PROGRAM 
After each week's business, the information fnom the Transaction-
B tape is merged into a history tape. The history tape contains 
-64-
all of the transactions that were processed during the current 
fiscal year. Transactions that are recorded are parts received, 
parts issued and credit memos. The listing is controlled by 
giving the inclusive numbers of the parts that are to be listed. 
These numbers are punched into control cards that control the 
listing. 
STATUS LIST 
This is a program.to list the complete inventory record. Any 
section of the master inventory tape can be listed by making 
control cards that give the starting and stopping point. This 
program is used when it is desired to take a physical inventory. 
PHYSICAL INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT 
When it is desired to take a physical inventory, a status list is 
requested on two-part paper. One part of this list is cut off so 
'that the quantities do not show. Then the people taking the 
physical inventory indicate the quantity of each part that is 
actually on hand. The sheets are then put back together so that 
a visual comparison can be made. After this the actual quantiti§s 
for each item are punched on cards. The physical inventory adjust-
ment program adjusts the quantity to the actual amount on hand. 
While doigg this, it prints a gain and loss.record. From the time 
that the listing is made until the physical inventory adjustment 
program is run, no transactions are allowed on those parts that 
are being inventoried. 
ANNUAL UPDATE 
This program is used once each year. At the end of the fiscal 
year to take the quantity iss.ued this year and move it into the 
quantity issued last year,· then the quantity issued this year is 
set to zero. 
CATALOG 
This program is used to list the catalog. The catalog can be 









INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING CENTRAL STORES INVENTORY CHANGE SHEET 
01 This will replace the size with the new information given. 
02 
Use 15 spaces. 
This will replace the description with the new description 
given. Use 40 spaces. 
03 This~: will replace all of the minimum quantity field with 
the new information given. Use a total of 18 spaces. The 
first fi~e are the minimum quantity, the next two are the 
beginning month, the following two are the ending month. 
Then there are another five for minimum quantity, two more 
for beginning month and two more for ending month. 
04 This type of change will replace the bin number with the 
information given. Use 5 spaces. 
05 This type of change will be used to indicate whether for 
stock or non-stock iB.nthe fieill.d. An "N" placed in the first 
position of the field will ind'icate non-stock. If the field 
is left blank, it will indicate that this item can be 
stocked in the field. An "R" in this field indicates that 
this i tern is a cross ·reference and no issues can be made. 
An "A" in this field indicates that this i tern cann~~·~.ibe 
charged to A-equipment. 
06 This i tern will be used to change the quantity -- both the 





to or subtracted from the amount ih the appropriate fields. 
It will be seven digits long and'fuust be indicated plus or 
minus over th~ last position. If ~he change is minus and 
there is not s'Y:fficient quantity in either the quantity on 
hand or the prfc~ quantity, this change will not be processed. 
The present unit price will be replaced by the information 
given in this field. Use 7 positions. 
The lasti,,,u,q,i t price will be replaced by the information 
given in this field. Use.7 places. 
This change will drop an item from the itjy~ntory. No further 
information need be written for this type' of change. When 
an item is dropped, the following information will be 
printed: The quantity ori hand, price quantity and unit 
price as well as the manu;facturer code and serial number 
for this item. 
This type of change will cancel an on-order condition. The 
~}\ 
purchase order number should be indicated in the first six 
-6·~-
positions. If the purchase order number cannot be foundr 
this change will not be proces~ed. 
11 This type of change will be used to cancel a back order. 
The first six positions should be used to indicate the 
requisition number. If· this requisition cannot be found 
in this record, this change will not be processed. 
12 This type of change will be used to remove a vendor number 
from a record. ·The first five digits should be used to 
indicate the vendor numbero If this vendor number cannot 
be located in the record, this change will not be processed. 
13 This type of change will be used to cancel a received=but-
not-priced item. The first six digits should be used to 
indicate the purchase order number. The quantity indicated 
with this purchase order number will be subtracted from the 
quantity on hand. If this subtraction causes the quantity 
on hand to become minus or if the purchase order number 
cannot be found, this change will not be processed. 
14 This change will be used to add or subtract from the 
quantity on hand only. There s.hould be seven digits indi-
cated with a plus or minus over the last position. If this 
change causes the quantity on hand to go negative, this 
change will not be processed. 
15 This will cause the quantity indicated to be added or 
subtracted to the price quantity only. There should be 
seven digits indicated with a plus or minus over the 
position. If this change causes the price quantity to 
become negative, it will not be processed. 
16 This type of change· will drop an item from the serial 
number tape only. It should only be used when two items 
with different part numbers have been given the same serial 
number and an error is indicated as a result of running.the 
master program. This type of change should never be used 
when it is desired to drop an item from the inventory. If 
this item cannot be found on the serial number tape, this 
change will not be processed. 
.. 
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Job Name .Central Stores Inventory 
Input Document Purchase Order {pink copy) Budge~ ·code 26-08 
Card 5081 Color Natural 
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Field Duplicate 
Duplicate a 26 in Col. 79-80 • 
. puplicate Colo 1-23 for all items on a purchase ordera 
Special ~n~tructions 
C:Col. 12 may be blanko 
Po not punch cards for lines that have zero or blank indicated in 
quantity received unless "cancel balance" is written on that line. 
For all lines that have "cancel balance" punch a "C" in Col. 780 
Place keypunch and verifier stamp in box labeled "Computing Center 
· .. , · Received" • 
. ':•' 
.:._;·A large "X" in this box means do no.t ·punch received cards for this 
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Job Name Central Stores Inventory 
Input Document Purchase Order (pink copy) Budge~. Code 26-08 
Card 5081 Color Natural 
Price C";:rrd 
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a ~; I .. 
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Field Duplicate 
Duplicate a 36 in Col. 79-80 . 
. Duplicate Col. 1-23 for all items on a purchase order. 
Special ~nstructions 
Col. 12 may be blank. 
Do not punch cards for lines that have zero or blank indicated in 
quantity received unless "cancel balance" is written on that line. 
For all lines that have "cancel balance", punch a "C" in Col. 78. 
Place keypunch and verifier stamp in box labeled "Computing Center 
Price". 
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Job Name Central Stores ·Inventory· 
. 
Input Document Credit Memo (white copy) · Budget Code 26-08 
Card 5081 Color Natural 
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Credit Memn t""~ra· 
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Duplicate a 7 in Col. 80 • 
. Duplicate Col. 1-36 for all items on a credit memo. 
Special ~nstructions 
Col. 12 or 18 may be blank. 
Punch the project number and county number when·indicated. Us~ all 
special characters listed substituting slashes for parenthesis. The 
credit to classification column should have only one of the following 
things punchede A or J with five digit~, the word STOCK, three 
digits, a dash and two digits or may be blank. 
If "No" is.written on any line, that line should not be punched. 
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Job Name _.Central Stores Inventory 
Input Document .~~guisition (white copy) Budge~ Code ___ 2_6_-_o_a~~ 
Color Natural 
Reaui~itinn Carn 
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~ 1111 11 11 71 1 1 17 71 11111°111111111111 11 1 1111 11111 111 111111111111111111 111111 17 11 7 11 
~ S 6 B B B B SB a a s ~ u 8 8 saasaaaaaasasssss a s a as as 88 8 8 8 8 a B 886B88888888888SS8 888886 a a a a na 
.. 
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I 2 3 4 I I > 3 0 IC II 12 I 4 IS !Ill ~ro~v~n~~~v~~~~~u~ I> l£ 11lali'441 >124l4'4$(0 11 c.I"" ~ 11ll~14 !$ 5S Sl:iG $$.SO" til ll G4 IQ Eli ii ~~ )O 1172 ll 701 )ill n s s; 
IJIO-CO T ~EfH o.~l 
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Field Duplica t.e 
Duplicate 18 in Col. 79-80 . 
. Duplic~te Col. 1-36 for all items on a requisition. 
Special ~nstructions 
Col. 12 or 18 may be blank. 
Punch the project number and county number when indicated. Use all 
Fc:-iecial characters subs ti tu ting slashes for parenthesis. The 
c·harge to classification column should have only one of the · fotlowing 
things punched. A or J with five digits, the word STOCK, three digits, 
a dash and two digits, or may be bl.ank .. 
If anything has been entered in the right-most column, punch a "C" in 
Col. 78. 
If "no" is written at the left of any line, that line should not be 
punched. 
BACK ORDER SLIP . 
LA VERNE.WERHAN DECORAH WINNESHIEK 
MFG CODE 002 SERIAL 570900 MFG- PARt NO 570900 
DESCRIPTION BOLT ·Hoo~ FOR SADDLE TANK SIDE MOUNTS SIZE 400 
DATE OF BACK ORDER 08~30-63 DATE SHIPPED· REQN NO 081060 
SHIP TO 0 24 96 l PROJECT NO COUNTY 
QUANTITY ORDERED 00002 QUANTITY SHIPPED QTY BACK ORDERED 00002 
. -
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Job Name Central Stores Inventory 
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~ 6 s 6 6 s 6 6 6 6 5 E s ~ s 6 6 G 6 6 ·5 s 6 6 6 n s & s 6 n 6 6 6 6 6 & 6 a G 6 6 6 6 6 s 6 5 G 6 6 G 6 6 6 6 6 6 G 6 6 G 6 6 6 6 6 B 6 6 G 6 6 ~ 6 6 6 6 : 
!1171111111111 ~ 7 1171111·111111111111111T1111111111111111111111111117111111111117~1 
) 
1
s s es a nla as a a as n a a a & sass a a a as as as a a a a a a au au a a as a a a a a as a as a a a a as a a a 1 a ea ass ea a as a a~ a 
9999999999993999999999999999999999~999999g999999999999~999g99999999999999999993§ 
I l 3 4 5 t , = G D 11 12 ) • 15 i II PG ~a 20 ;n 23 23 24 :s Ill 2l 2Jl 2ll 311 JI J2 u 34 s 3! ll :.; llH4 <I 12 .jJ 4415 "'~l <G " :;o 51 52 53 5' 55 5'57 la ilHll 61 62 il &416 ill SI 64 GS 10 11 n 1J I )5 • n ba I 113 
IJIO·COI Tl l[•H o_a! ,-
Field Duplicate 
Duplicate 9 24 10 in Col. 7-11. Leave Col.· 12 blank. 
Duplicate 28 in Col. 79-80. 
Special ~nstructions 
Col. 18 may be blank. 
















-TAPE STORAGE LAYOUT 
! . 
Cl C2 Hl H2 Hl 
Ma·ster 
H4 . . . . 




·. - .. 
··,--
··_., .. 
. -~ ,· 
... g4_.·. 'Hs··· C·•· 
·.voucher 
·" .. - ;.·.:.,·· 
... _ 
_.,_ .. 
:·.·_ .. · . 
-:,._ 
, : -· ~. 




















CENTRAL STORES INVENTORY 
CHECK LIST 
1401 
Data cards to tape Utilitv 
1410 
Sort Data Tape Sort 11 
1410 
Serial No. Proqram 26302 
1410 
Sort Transaction-A \Tane Sort 11 
1410 
Master Pro or am 26303 
1410 
Inventory Out12ut Program 26304 
Uno 
Sort Stock Transfers Sort 11 
1410 
List stack Transfers 26230 
1401 
Price List 26325 
1410 
Historv Tape Proqram 26340 
MON~HLY CHECK LIST 
Make Voucher Tape and 1410 
List Construction Vouchers 26235 
1410 
Sort Voucher Taoe Sort 11 
1410 
List Vouchers 26240 
Date 









-~ - _.._ - .... - - ..-- - - --- -




-.~ ... --~ 
------------
-- - ~ - ~ - - ... ·- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -




Carriage Tape Overf law 
~ .... ·-~ -






Drive # ~ ~-..... -·- _.. -
_. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -·· 
- -- ·-- - malllo - -=- -··-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ---
Drive # --·------~ ______ ..._ - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -- - - - -· - -- - - --
Drive # 
-a.-_, - -m:i- --ct!ll99~---- -
--------------------
Drive # 







Drive # 1 InputGJ OUtputO 
Replace in current fileQ 
Drive # ·InputO OutputO 
Drive # .·InputO 0utputO 
.Drive# Inp~t 0 Output D 
Drive # Inpu~ 0 Output D 












DAT! WRliT~N I DRIVE I CURA. I 
COMMENTS 
" 
om. NO. REIL NO. 
1 OF 1 
111$7, nu. ioe DAn 
' OPER. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
HIU. REL. JOB DAT£ 
-------------- -··----- -------
JOB NO. DPlR. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
IOD NAMl 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. ,REL. JOO DATE 
COMMENTS 
~---·-· 
--·-·-· -·-1 !,oo No. OPER. llOc REEL NO. 
Of 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN I DRIVE I CURR. I HIST. REL. JOD DAU 
~COMMENTS 
\,. 
-/jO~ NO. OPIR. NO. REEL NO. 
Of 
JOB NAME 
















- ___ _... ______ __ 




-· .... - - -- r 
------------· 
- - - eili9·- Clllllfl -- ... _, - -- - ..., ~ - ... - ... --
--




.... - - .... ~ -
Carriage Tape ________ _. __ _ 
Drive # 
- .... - .... - - - - - -
. . 





- ------ ..._,_.. ----...-- -- -- ---- - -- - -
------~ ..... ._ - - -- - - - .... - - - - _.. -- - -
Drive # 
.... -
....... _ _ .......... ..,.. 
-- .... -- -. 
---- --- ----- -
prive # 
- ... ... -- -- ·~ - - - "-- -· - -- ... -- - -- -
~- -- ... --~~-----
.... -- -- - ..,..._. - --- -9 - - -- -
Drive # -~--------_, __ 










--~------- - --~- .... -- - -.a..- - ----- - -











JOD NO· OPlR. 110. RH~ t~O. 
Central Stores l OF 1 
JOB NAMI 
Data 




OutputO JOO NO. OP£R, NO. RHL NO. 
OP 
1011 NAME 
DATEWRITTIN DAIVI CURii. HIST. RlL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
---------------- ··---- -----
InputO · OutputO OPll. NO. AHL NO. JOB NO. 
OP 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURii, HIST. REL. JOll DATf 
COMMENTS 
Inp~tO OutputO -----·-· ---------JOB NO. OPIR. HO. REEL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURA. HIST. RU. JOB DATi 
COMMENTS 
:rnpu~O OutputO JOB NO. OP£A. NO. AUL NO. 
OP 
JOB NAME 
DATE WlllTTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATl 
COMMENTS 
InputO OutputO 105 NO. OPlR. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
JOB HAMii 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURA. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 






1401 0 1410 !Kl 
---
Step 2 of 10 
------- -
pata Preparation ----~------ mllll_ .... ____ ,_, ________ .... _ --
----------
.- -----~ ..... ~---.-- ~---









- - - .-. ·- - - - - -- ... - - - -.i 
No. 
~
- -...... - ..., - -·- -- - --- -- - .... 
-- -·e...- ,_ - .... - ,,__ - -- -- ....,. 
Printer __ ~- _________________ Punch _!>IA __ 
A!ignment 
---- .. - --~-------------.---------
_ _, ___ ~ 
-~-----~-------------~----
Carriage Tape 
Drive # 1 
Drive # 2 
- -.-- - -- --- --
- - - .... -- - - - -· 
- - ue..~ 
Drive # 3 
------------- - - - ,_ ..ma - .... 
Drive # 4 -·~----- --- .... - ... - - -
..._ ____ _ 
--- ------ - --- - - _ ..... ._ ... - - ---
Drive # .... ··~ --~-------
. . 
--~-- ... - ----~-------
Drive # 






_...., .... _ ......... __ ..... ____ -
--





















OPlR, NO. RUL NO. 
1 OF 1 
HIST, RU; J03 DATI 
OPIR. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
.Input.O OutputO 
------------------ _,, _____ -·---
l)rive # JOB NO. OPIR. NO. REEL NO. 
Of 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATli 
COMMENTS 
xnp~to·· .. OutputO {,OB NO. ---... -. --·----·--·--.Drive # OPEA. NOc AUL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
Drive # InputO OutputO JOB NO. OPU. NO. RUL NO. 
Of 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRlifE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
Drive # .Input 0 .·Output D · /"JOB HO. OPER. NO. RUL HO. "\ 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN I DRIVE I CURR. I HIST. REL. · JOB DATE 











1401 0 141Q [!] 3 10 
. . . . - ' 
............. ~ ........ .,.. ~ -- ~ ......... 
-----~------~----
- --- --
- - ~·---··--- ----~ ..,._ --- -- -







-- .sa - .... - ... --
-- -- - - -- ~ - - -- - -- ..... ...,, -..::io --~..-.----~.__. 












- _ _..._ 
---
- - - -~ .-
.... __ ~ __ : o.6:,....., ·~ _ .... -_ Punch a-. .lJ'L ... _ ~ _ 
--~-------- -- ---
___ ..... ________ _ No. 
-
-~-
-1- ... .._,_.,. ~ l:lll!lli3 _, - - ..... - - - --- -
Drive #2 
-- -- .._ _.., ... - .... - .... -
-1-=- - - -- ..:m - ---·- ---- ..... ! 
Drive #3 
-;- - - -
i 
Drivejt4 






_. ..... - ----- ~ - ---~ ---
-------- -~-----·----
....,_ ------- --
--- --- - ..... 
. . 
- _ __, __ - -- ---- - ---- - ~ ,._ 
-
1_ - - - - - -- -.... G:.. ... ...., -- - - .......... _.._ ......... --- --~ ----- - -
Q!'ive # 
-------- --- - - ---- ---. ..... _ -
-
.I -------
~ .... ... --- --- - - - ._, -- -- -
---




-------~------_,--..,...--,.----,---~- .... -::-·-·· 
·Drive# 1 
Mark historical when job is doneQ 
Replace present historical with 
this tapes Move historical to 
availableo 
Drive # 2 InputO . OutputW 
Replace in current fileo 
Drive # 3 Input.O .. · • Output GJ 
Leave mounted for next.stepo 
Drive# 4 Inp~t[i] Output 0 
Replace in file whena:>mplete. 
Drive # 5 InputGJ OutputO. 
Replace in current file. 
Move current to historical. 
Move historical to available 
(no header) .. 
Drive # Input D · Output·D 
JOB NO OPlR. NO. RUL NO. 
Central Stores 1 OF 1 
JOB NAMl 
Serial Noo 
DATE WlllTTlN . 1>111\ll CUllll. Hl~T. . UL. JOB DATG 
x 
COMM INTI 
1'1oe No. OPlR. NO. RllL NO. 
Central Stores 1 Of 1 
JOB N.llME 
Serial No. 




lOB NO. DPlR. NO. RUL NO. 
Central Stores 1 OF 1 
JOD NAME 
.Transaction A 

























I DRIVE I CURR. I 
1 Of 1 
HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
OPlB. NO. REEL NO. 
1 Of 1 
HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
---· 
OPlR. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 






Project No. ~Q:@_ 1401 0 1410 Ii] step _4:.., of .io_ 
------ --- --
Data Preparation .., __ ~ ~--.- -·- .-.. ..... -·~ - - ~·-..-:a· _ . - -.-- - .... - --
-- --- - ------- - -·.- - - - - - - --- .-









---·---- ..... -------- ---~--
- .- ... ·-- -- ' -- ..... - ~ - -- ... - .· .... ._ -
___ <:.- ________ • 
- - - - - - -~-. .... - ._.,._, .......... - - ...... --------
Printer NA 
- - -"'· 
___ .._. ............. ~-- -·~- Punch 
blignment 
-- --- -- ------~-
·- -- - - - .... .... .- .... - - - - -- -- --
Carriage Tape 
Drive # 1 until 
successful completion of Step 5, 
- -- -- -- -- ------ --- - --
then move to available. 
- . 
Drive # 2 (no header) 
------- ·- -- -- - - -
Scratch 
--
--·-·_ ...... _ 
Drive # -------.-~----
' 






-.- . -·-.&" - -- ·- - -
. ; 
·~marks 
.... _. .... 
' ' .. 











<;: ' \ '. 
. . ' ' 
-93-
.W-! ....... L -A=B.,..EL=S-· 
. '' 
InputO. .. ·O~~putl:~ 'l 
, .. .Cen;tral ·st.ores · l · · o• l. 
--------~---.....:..---,--·,...,-'-v-.--'--,.----·-. 
om. NO. RUL NO. IOB NO 
.... "• ' ' . , .·· .......... o~e""N~A--M .. 1""'·..,... ________ ...,......,-.i;. ___ ..._ _____ ..... ..._-l 
Transaction-A° 




·xn~utO OutputO JOB NO. OPIR, NO. AUL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
·•·'· i . 
.. · .... 
. DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURA. HIST. AU. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
··xnp~t.O< •···OutputO· -. JOllNO .. OP.ER. NO. AUL NO. 
OP 
JOI NAME 
.. · ... 





DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. AU. JOB OAT! 
COMMENTS 
Drive # J:npu~ 0 < output [] .•. '0 ' No. OPIR. NO. REEL NO . 
. Of 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
Drive # . Input 0 : output D · J03 NO. OPIR. NO. REEL NO. 
Of 
JOl'NAME · 





P'roiect No. _ 2.2-.QS ___ _ 
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SET-UP SHEET 
....,..._.... ........ ~.-. .... --;;;;;;. .... 
















"Error List 2" 
-------------------
Cl1ll!" -- - --- - - -
' . . . 
... ,,_ ~· -·. - ·- ... 
--
.... - - -·- - --
- .... ... ~ -
---
..,.. - --~ ........ . ......... -- ... ·a..·.- - ............. _ 
Master 





... - ................ - ... -- --·- -- -...... ... -- _.. 
---~- _ ..... _ 
-·--
~ ......... - - .......... ·-·--
- - -~ - - ~ - -. 
P'rinter. -~~~~wj;.~ 
i 
--illllS;t~~. Punch NA 
---
A;lignment . . . 
-
._:_ ........ ~·-.- ....... ~.--- -
-










,_ -- -- ... 
I 
Drive # 1 
-- ..... -· ...... 
. . . ' ' 
__ .,__, ___ _ 
.__ ..... , ........... 
- .... - Qllll9 
.......... ~ ...... .... : --·----~-- .... ___ -
I 
' 
Drive # 2 .·.·· 
-- ..... --
-- ... -··-: ~-- ~ -.~ _...,..:·---
-
-- ______ . __ ...... _ 
Drive # ,3 Transaction-A -in 
- ._.. -·- - ....... 
-
~----------------- -··---~ --. ~-:--..-
Drive # 4 Scratch 
-- ... - -- - c- ..... - - - ...... -~ ii.. -- '-·-,·....- - .... - ... 
- .. - ... -~ -i-8---·----~-
-
_...... -- -e .... - --·_..o -- ... --
- - -- ... - ~·..;,.. . ...-------
-' 
. . 
-----~ --- ~ _, .... - ... -- ....... - ----......... ---
Drive # 
----
--1----- ~- ...... _.:_~. ~ --·-·...: .... ~.'.....,--.-~~-
" 
' 





I \ .. 
., 
t:lffd)i UIQI a.- -
-· 
'·. :.: 
......................... ·-:., .... 
· ...... 
.,· ... · 
. ~·. ·.. . -', . ' . . . . . ~ ... '.. . . ~-' . 
-
...... ____ ._ .... .... 





' '· \ 
-·-- ·--·-:·~· .. 
OPiR. NO Rm No: JO! NO Drive # 1 Inpu.tGJ out~utO,·. 
Mark historical when done. ·Replace ·t-·-;;c:;ne-;:;n~t;-;r~a.._1--:-s_t_o_r~e;-s......_~---....L.~-1......;l:....:o:::..F -=2:.....i 
present historical with this tape. · JoaNAMf· Master 
Move historic;:al to .availa})le. 
Drive.# 2 InputO 
Use in Step 9 on 1401 
~ut_putW · 
Drive #3 ·InputW OutputO 
Move this tape to current file. 
Move current to·historicale 
Move historical to available. 
Drive #4 Inp~tO OutputW 
Leave mo:unted for next ·step. 
Drive.# InputO OutputO 
Drive # InputO . Output D 













OPlR, NO. REEL NO. 
1 OF 2 
AEL. JOB DATE 
--------------·----- ----·--
JOB NO. OPlA. NO. AUL NO. 
Central Stores 1 OF 1 
JO! NAME 





___ .,. __ ---~--·-
OPiA. NOc AHL NO. 
Central Stores 1 Of 1 
JOB NAME 
Trani;;action·-B 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CUAA. 'HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
x 
COMMENTS 
·JOO NO. OPlR. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATl 
COMMENTS 
JOB NO. OPl_R. ND. AHL NO. 
Of 
JOI NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURA. HIS.T, REL. JOP DATE 
COMMENTS 
. ;. :'" ~ . 
., ... , .. 
-96-. 
SET-UP SHEET 
Project No. ~Q.:-Q.EJ ______ _ 14CH 0 1410 fiJ Step .§ _ .Q1. .J..O_ 
Job Description. rentral Store~ In~ento~ .. ': _-. -- · · --
- ~----------~~- .· ---· -..-·-·-----
pata Preparation • ~~-..!=Q.. ~~i;_ lJ.s.,!:~Js_p_i~~CLfjr;.a~ _gaj.q_a.nct..l.S?.S.§. 




- - - 91111!" ~ -· ~ - -
- .... - - - - - ... ~.-·- -----r - ....... - ~ ~ ,._, -~· ... -- -- ·-·~'~ - - -·- - ..., 
·~ - -- No. - r 
.' ' ' : ·. ··:: ' ' .' ... . .:.· : . : .> . 
------ -.-- - ---- - ....... .....,._ ~-.----,-·- .......... _ ............... 1\111111!1!11-·- -- - - --- . 
- - -- - -- -·- ... ·- ~ -. -· .... ·-- - - -- ~· .............. ; ~ -· - --: .... - - -
. . . . 
.......... -- -





- - ... - .... - ·-- - ·- ·- >~ -- ~ -. 
, ' 
- -
---- .... ___ - -:~ ~.-
---·-
.-C.-a_.r ... r.... i ... a...,.g .... e ...... T ... a-..P-.e-. _ ~~LP~ 
-·-
~·-- - -- - ... , .... No. .--.--.- - ..-
Drive # 1 
.,.. .. .,,.. - --~..-...---· ..... 
- - --
............. 
--,-~ _________ ......... _ ~ ---
~ ~ - - - -·- ... - -
Drive # 2 ...$~s.t£ll_ .... - -· - - -- ~ ... - .... ~ .... - -~ ---~---- --
... _ ... _____ __ 
. .._, -·-..,. - ~ - - - _. -- ._.. - .... ...-, - ~~-- ... _, __ _ 
Drive # 
_ ..... -- .--- ----~~ ... ·-·- - ... ~ ~ --··- -
___ ,_,_._.. 
..... .... -- ---------
Drive # 
---
~~ -------- _.., ___ -'-'-- ---
..... - - - ~ - ..... --- - ..... 
_ ..... _ 
,.D=r~i __ v;..;;e ... _#..., _____________ _ --~ 
--·- ----------- -. 
-----~~ ...... ~-·~ -- - ~' - - - ~ ........ ~'ti!- ~ ~ -- - ---
Drive # 
---- -- ------~~ _...,_ -~--- ~ 
- .... - - .... 




--·--- -- --------"I. ·. 
!· 
· ..... , .. ; 
. ,.; 
--- -- -- --
.... ...a 
- - -
·-- ·--.-~ - ......... - ~ - -
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TAPE LABELS 
Drive # 1 Inp~tlLJ Output 0 -
.Place in current. -
Move current to historical 1 
Move historicaL 1. _to ~;i.storical 2, 
etc. 
Drive # 2 OutputfiJ 


















OMA. iio. rim NO. 
1 .OF 1 
ljlST. - IUL; -108 DA Tl 
OP!R. NO. AHL NO. 
1 OF 1 
HIST. A EL. JOB DA Tl 
Inp\lt.O ·. · output 0 --------,..-------.----- -------Drive # 108 NO. OPH. NO. AHL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATEWRlnEN DRIVE CURR. HIST, REL. JOB OATl 
COMMlNTS . 
Drive # Inp~t 0 -_output 0 JOB NO. 
JOB NAME 
DATEWRlnEN DRIVE CURA. HIH. REL. JOB DATI 
COMMENTS 
Drive # .xnpu~O OutputO JOB NO. OPlR, NO. AHL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATEWRlnEN DRIVE CURA. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
Drive # InputO ··outputD JO! NO. OPlR, NO. AHL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME'· 













- - ·- - -
Data .. Preparation·_ . _ 










........... - ......... - ..... ,.... -· -- 11111!'111 -
...... - ~.-- ...,. ~ ..,. 
-
:..;.. .... ..;.· 
- -
Prpqram _ Gs>~· .1-l.. __ ._ __ 
... - ~ - - l£mll ... 
-
-·~ No .• :·- --· _ .._ _ 
.------
_._ 
-- - -··- -·- - -- -- - - - ~ ...... _ - - .- - - - - .- - . 
~-----~-- . ...:·1- ~ ... ·- ..... ~ .... - - - -:- -------- - -- .,.... 
Printer _ ..NA.. 




Drive # 1 




_ _,_, ___ 




. ! ~ 
-- '!"99-·--·--- - --......... ~ .... -- ~ ~ - --
-----·~·- ·- -- ~·~ -....... - - -
·, 
.... - --.......... _ ~ - --- - -·- ... -- - --: .... _ 
--
Drive # 3 Scratch (no header) 
__. ..... -~·~ ~ - - -
_ _. ____ _ 
.... __ ......... --··--
-· ~- .... - ... - - - ... - - - - - ..... ·..;.·-- .... --- .... -~ -... 
Drive # 4 
- - 1-9 - - :~ - ... -. --· ..... -- ~ ..... - ·-
.... co-. - - -.. .... --- -- - -
-:--~~--- ------ ___ ..,.. ~ - ~ ---
-.. ..... -,_ - --
---
.- - - --------
- --- -.... .... ·~~-- ..... -
Drive # 
-.- .... -·- -- - ...,_. -
----~ 
--
... - - .... ... 
-- ... -- -- ...: - ----·-------
·R.emarks· 
-~·---- --- -... ..... - lllmll!' ... ~ ..... - -- -





·,--o-n"""N-:-0-----:-,.--~--:--, ~,,.:..;..-"'.'""'.'-:'.~,...-,-OP-l-:R-. -N01. -A-EE-L ~0-. -, ·-·~· -
OUtputGJ' 
..... '· ·. :·· · i.;.·.::·C=.;:e~'n:!.t!::. ~r:.:a:=l;.....ls~.t:::o~r:.::e::.e--....,;.--"i.....-...i.---· ..,o_, ~--; 
JOl'NAMi' 
'rr~nsfers 




.Prive # InputO, · O~tputO " '°'No. 
OF 
OPlA. NO. REEL NO . 
JOI NAME. 
DRIVE CURR. HIH. REL 108 DATE 
COMMENTS 
. : . . 
Drive # ·xnpti~O. :: outputlJ ....----,.----------.,...--.----- -------·"· DPll. NO. REEL NO; 
Of 
JOI NAME 





DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CUllR. HIST. REL. JOD·DATE 
COMMENTS '. 
Drive# InputO ·9utputO. 
OF 
OPlA, NO. REU·NO. ioa N.o. 
IOI NAME 
DATEWRlnEH DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. lOB·DATE 
COMMENTS 
Drive # XnputO· · outl?ut D ·. ~-,o-s_N_o_: ....-..--------....-..--., oHa. No. REEL No. 
OF 
JOii NAME .. 
DATE\'.'t'RlnEN 1 ·DRIVE 1- CURR. 1 .HIST. RU. JOB DATE 
. COMMENT$ 
. ~ .. 
,: 




. 26-08. . 
--..-.------.-






Data Preparation , ____ -'~.- __ -·- __ ,_._ .- _, -·- _ . ._.,._. ..... --·-
----------"-'---- -- --·-~- _.._., __ 
·----,.....-~----~----- ........ ._ ....... ... - ... -- --·- --
------~------~-------- --- -- ... ~ 
List stci.ck transfers Program 
' --- ---
....., __ - -
- ---~ ... --~ ... --~ 








. . . ,. . . 
... .... ... ~:,;_·~: ~ ---- ·-




- ..... -- ~ - ·- .... - ... -... ..... -
' ... ~ -
Carriage Tape 
·-.- --.·- - -·-- - ........ 
No. 
·~----
Drive # 1 
....... -... .... -
·-- -~ -
..... ..- . .,. . ._,... .... ~ - -





~ .... __ 
_ _,_ __ ._ -
-- .... ~ ~- .... -·-·.- ~ ... - - - - ~ - ....... .,...·.~ - -- ..- - - -
Drive # ~---. 
-- - - ---
-~-~ 
__ '!'111111!' __ _ 
..,.._...,._ 
--
-:-·-·~ --....·-- - ...... ~ 
Drive # 
- ~ -- ..... ..... -
. . 
- - - - -- .... - ......... - ~ 
---- ..... ~ ..... -~--.-- ----~-------------
Drive'# 
- -~ -·~- ----~~-----





- - - -= _ .... - ..... ..;... .... :.~ -:·-·-··- -· .... ~ .- --
--
--- .... -- - - -
Remarks 
- ·-
........... _ ... 




.Drive # .l 
. Move to availiilble. 
Drive # .. 
·.• 
Drive # .:tnput.O 
""101-
TAPE· LABELS 
·· IOSNAMl , : . 
Transfers 






. DATE WlllTTiH DRIVE CURA. 
COMMENTS 
-·--··---- ... 
OPlA. NO . REEL NO. 
1, OF l. 
.. 
'i 
HIST, AIL, IOi DATI 
OPlR, NO. AUL NO. 
OF. 
HIST. REL:. JOB DATE 
0utputO 
.----------------·----- -----·--
lOBNO. OPlA, NO. AUL NO. 
Of 
Joe NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURA. . HIST. REI.. JOB DAU 
COMMENTS, 
·' 
Inp~t[J·. OUtputO Drive # _.,--....-.....,... __ ...;..,...... __ ,_ ____ , ___ ,. __ ------IOI NO. OPlA. NO; RllL NO. 
OF 
. JOB NAME 




Drive # Input;O· Output[] OPER. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DnlV& (URA, HIST. Ail. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
Drive # JOD NO. . !)PER. NO. RIEL NO .. 
OF 
JOI NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR, HIST. REL. JOO DATl 
COMMENTS 
'> 
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1401@ 1410 0 
-
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Step 9 
-- -
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10 
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--------------~---- ..... ~ ..... ..,.. ~ - .......... - - - - -· 
.,_...-~-aim.-- -- -- .... ----
.. . . . 
- C99 ..... .... -- - ~ - - .... -
-
Program Price List 
---------
-- .,... ~ - -- .... -- ·- .... - r 
------- .- - - -
--·--- -----~- ..... _ _. _ _..._ ....,_.._._ -- -cme..a;:o _ _. _ _.._..,. 
Printer .Res.ul..a,;t. vae __ 




~C_,a_.r ... r .... i ... • a ...... q ..,e__.T_a_.p .. e.., __ r~~r- _ 
Drive # l 
.· .. 
- ..... QW9 ... -- - - - .. - ..... - ......... _.. ............... -~ ' ...... -- ......... 
-- - - - - -
Drive # 
-- ----~-a.------ .... - -- - ....... - -- --
---·----------~--·-----------~---
Drive # 
·- -- - .... - -
- - -·--.- ... -
-
....;. - - -·- ....... -- ... ...., 
Drive # 
_ ..... - --
- - - _.. ..... - ---- ..... -...-.. ..... -- ..... ---. 
_, ~ - -- .... - - - ·--- - - - - - - - - _, 
i 
JDrive # ;.,, 
_. - - - - - - - - - - - __ <-a - - -

















·- .... ..... ... -... .... - - - - ..... - -- - -
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IOD NO Drive # 1 InputGJ OUtJ:)UtCl Central Stores· 
.·,_, 
" 
·Place in current when done·~ 
Move current to historical 
Move histo.rieal to available .. 
Drive # ·InputO OutputO 
Drive # InputO : OutputO 
Dri.ve # InputO ·output0 
Drive # Input;O OutputO 
Drive # InputO Output.D 
108 NAMl 
Master 
DATl WRlnlN DRIVI CURR. 
x 




















DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. 
COMMENTS 
. , ,, 
. -----··-;·-· ... 
OPlft. NO. RUL NO. 




H"'" REL 100 DATE 
.. ' 
__ ... __ ---
OPlQ, NO. RUL NO. 
OP 
HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
--·-·-- --~-----· 
OHR. NO~ RULNO. 
OF 
HIST. REL. JOO DATE 
OPlR. HO. REEL NO. 
OF 
HIST. REL. JOB OATI 
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~b Description Central ·stores Inventorv 





- --- ----- -----.,-- ... ·- -.-. «-· - -- ·- "!119 ·- --- -- --------:. 
Program 
• ..--~ ----- - 26340 ----
- ...- -- -- .... - - ..... - ~ -- - ..... 
-------------------
- ---- .... -~---- .... ---~- ..... 
--------------
Printer ___ JIJ\.. _________ _ 
- .... - - -
Punch 
Alignment ________ ._. _____ _, 
-~--~--------
- - --. ---..--
-- -- ... -- --- -
Carriage Tape 
~----- ... ---~ --------
Drive # 1 Transaction-B in 
--------~-..- - - ------ ... .._ ---...- - - --- _, -
- - .... - ... .... 
.... -.--.:a .... ._ --- - --
.... ____ ,... _______ _ 
Drive #2 _.. ____ __ _..._...., _________ _ 
- ------ -·~ ... _________ ...... ._ ---- ---- --~ -- - ------ -
Drive #3 
------------- -
-1-- -- ..... - ... ·---
-----------------------
Drive # 
_.....,_ -- -- --)-. - -----~ - -- - .... - -- .... -
__. -- - - - - - - - ·- -- - -- - - -- - - - - ~ - - - -
Drive # 
------------.-- -- - _....., - -- -- --... - ..... --
--~-------
___ ......, _____ -- -
Drive # 
---------c-. - - -·- ... - - - - - - - ... - - -- - - - -
- - ~ -- . 
.... ·._. -- - -.a . ..., -- - .... -
. 
.... - -a - - .-. - - -=- - - - -
Remarks 
--·-- -- -- -·-- --------- e-. --.- - -- ..... ---
- .... ..... -- - -- - --~~-~-~----~----------~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----'~ 
··~105~~ 
:.rAPE LABEf,§. 
Drive# .1 Input[;]·. outputO.· 
Replace in current file. 
.Drive # 2 .. InputGJ OutputO 
~lace in historical file.. . 
Move historical to available 
· InputO ~tput·GJ 
Place in current file. 
Drive# ·1nputO OutputO 
Drive # InputO OutputO 
Drive # InputO Output 0 
JOB No ---· --------r-0,-,-il-. -NO-.-. Rm-~;-···:·: .,, 
Central. Stores 1 .. oF , 1 
JOB.NAME 
Transaction-B 
. DATE WIUTTIN. DAIVl. CURA. . H1$T. . . REL. JOB DATl 
x 
. COMMINTil 
/'JOB NO. OPEQ, NO . AUL NO. " 
.. 
Central Stoi:-es 1 OF , ,. 
JOB.NAME 
History .• ., . 





JOB NO. OPEA. NO. RUL NO. 
Central Stores i OP 
JOB NAME 
History·· 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. All. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
.. 
---------------.·---"- ----· l';oa NO. OPEA. NOc AUL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURA. HIST. REL JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 









JOB NO. OPER, NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
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Job·· Description S~t.r~ . .!'-~~f!.. !!1~~«2..x:L. 
--- - --- --
Data Preparation 
I . ~eu~!.. "!i-U ..!'~ ..:·~ -~~ ~~E~ .,BE_!:L_OJ: TRANS-B 
- - - -- -
YES OR NO". 
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Drive # 1 ~~~----------
.... ~-- --- - - --
Drive # 3 
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Drive # 
--- ---- --------- -· -- ~ - - - - -- - -
- --- --- ... ----·-- --------~~----------
Drive # 
---
____ ,_ -.-i- ..... _____ -- - ~ - -- - -
,_ - - ·- ~ -- -- - - - - - ---- --...-- ----.- --- ... - .,..._ - --
Drive # 
--- - - - - - - - -- ,... - - - -
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- -- ----------------




TAPE .LABELS .: 
J:nputGJ OUtp~to·. -------------------..---..-------·· IOI NO. OPH. HO. RUL N·O. . . Drive #. 1 
R$nove in.fil~ froiq which rem0ved~ 
. • 
Drive # 3 .InputO Outputfi] 
Leave mounted.for nE!Xt step. 
Drive # ·Input.O .: output D 
Drive # . Inp~t 0 ···.Output D 
Drive_# Input 0 . Output D · 




1 OF 1 
.. DATI WRlnlN DRIVI CURA.. HIST; : RIL. · JOil DATE 
x 
COMM INTI 
JOI NO . OPUI. NO. REEL NO. . . 
Central Stores 1 OF · l 
JOU NAME 
Voucher 


















---------------.----· -----·-I JOB NO. OPlR. HOc AUL NO. 
OF 
JOO NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE . CURR, HIST. REL JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
.•: 
JOB NO. OPlR. HO. REEL NO. 
OF 
JOll NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS. 
JOB NO.· OPiR. NO. ·am: NO: 
OF 
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- - .... - -
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- - - --
Alignment __ __ .... ____ _._ 
------------------
-· ~·- - - - ~ - - - - - -
Carriage Tape .. 




Drive ft 2 
---
.... __ _ 
---- -~---- -
Drive_# 3 ~---------
-·---- ... -------..- -- ----------
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Remarks --~--------------------------







Leave mounted for next step 
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Voucher. 
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JOI NAME 
DATE WRlnE'! " CURR.· HIST. R~I.. · IOI DATE 
·-·. 
COMMENTS 
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IOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN HIST. llEL 1011 DATE 
COMMENTS 
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DATE WRITTEN . DRIVE CURii. HIST. REL. IOI DATii 
'COMMENTS 
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OF 
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SET-UP SHEET 
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Printer Salmon vouchers. 
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Carriage Tape Voucher tape _ ·. 
------- ---
Drive # 1 -. _Voucher· 
-··-:-- --- . ' 
--- -- --~-----------·- __ . ..., - ---·- ·, 
Drive # 
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Drive # 
.. - --·- ,_, .... -- -~ --.-- - - - ..... _ -~ - - .... _.,.._, -
... ----...,.. - --·-... -·- ---- -- --- ~ - - - ~-~ 
'Drive # 
--
--~ -·...- - ..... -- - - - - ..... -· - _: 
-- - -
.. ' 
---.---- -- ~..-- -------~--~~----~ 
Drive # . "· ...;:. -----.----~-------- -- -- ... - --
- - --"'" --~--~~911!1'-.- ---.·-- ---·-- - --.-- -. 
-,,· 
Drive # 
- - ...... - -~~---- -· -·-------,. ..-..- ----
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ONR. HO. RUt.NO. 
Drive# l 
·Move to current file. 
Move current to historical 
Move 'historical to available .. 
Drive # InputO OutputO 
Drive # ·InputO. OutputO' 
Drive·# Inp~tO OUtputO 
Drive # InputO .Output 0 







































1 Of {l 
HIST,. AEL. JOB DATE 
DPlR, NO. AU~.NO. 
..,, 
· OF. 
HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
... 
···------ ---·---·-
· OPlR. NO. REEL NO. 
Of 
HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
OPlA, HO' REEL NO. 
·--·-··-· -----:·· .. --····-···1 
Of I 
HIST, REL. JOB DATE 
OPU. HO. REEL NO. 
Of 
HIST. REL. 108 DATE 
OPU. HO. REEL NO. 
Of 





Type:the start:i,ng voucher number 
for Maintenance, five spaces .. · 
I 
Type:the starting invoice number 
for Maintenance, four spaces. · 
Type . today's date: . month, day, 
year,· six spaces .. 
Typeithe month.of period covered, 




the following wil 
Type:the starting voucher number 
for ~ & A, five spaces .. 
Type!the starting invoice number 






. Obtain starting, voucher· nuinher from 
Accounting a .· · . '·. . . . 
Obtain from Accounting. 
Example: 10 04 63 '. 
Example: October 1963 
he Maintenance vouchers, 
type: 
Obtain from Accounting. 
Obtain from Accounting .. 
Use one higher than last numper 
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Drive # 1 
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Drive # 
--
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Drive # 
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----------~----------
Drive # 
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Drive # 
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Drive.#· 
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--
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-----------------
TAPE LAB:fil& 
Drive # 1 ·xnputGJ OutputO .. /JOB NO OPIR. NO. 
Rm-~~-:--···:·- ., 
Central Stores 1 OF 2 
Replace in file. JOB NAM( 
Master 
DATI WIUfT&N I DRIVI I ;AR. j HIST. AiL, JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
\. ./ 




DATEWRlnEN I DRIVE. I CURA. I HIST. REL. JOB DATl 
COMMENTS 
\... ~ I I I 
Drive # InputO OutputO I 
---------------·-·-·---- -----
JOB NO. OPlR. NO. REEL NO. 
OP 
JOB NAME 
DATEWRlnEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL, JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
Drive # Inp~t 0 • Output D ,,,-----------"-·----.. ---··-· ----·--·--( JOB NO. OPIR, NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
·coMMENTS 
Drive # InputO Output D (JOB NO. -OPlR. HO. REEL NO. 
Of 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN I DRIVE I CURR. I HIST. REL. JOB DATi 
COMMENTS 
\.. 
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-
~Em tj;a.J.. .2 t,.2r~s_IJlVJ1n..t.o.b'...:. 
Data Preparation 
-- - - ~.--. ~ .-- - --.·- ~-· -
... ---·----·~-- - ~- ----Ml!I" ---
Step _1_ of 1 
--
.,_.. o..m - -. -. _, - - - - .alS:I -- - - - ~ - - - ~ - ......... -· .... - - -- - -
--- ·-
..,.. ... - - - - ........... ~ ... ,.-........ _ -·-
Program Lis;t ·..ca.ta.lQ.g .f :a:im.. ta~ 
. . 
-----------------------------------· 




- .- - ..... -- - -... - - - - - .... ...,_ 
Drive # 2 
.... ~ ..... - ,.. ..... - .... - - - - ..... -
--- - - ....; ,.. .... ._ ..... - -- - --- -....... --·-· -
- --·-- - -- -- ... 
Drive # 3 ......... ___ .... 
.... - - .... - -- - - - -
----- ... - ...... --·-.- -- -- -;._----~----
Drive # 
_ ..... - - ~---...-- -------··--
-···-. .... ... -- - -- - ~.-- -. -
-----------
Drive # 
--- - ... ~----- ---- -- - -- -
·- -·-
...................... ~ .... - - - - - - - ~ -- ,._ - - -
Drive # 
----------------
_________ ........ _ 
llllllil!ll!I" - .... -- - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
Drive # 
--------
--.- - --·- __ .... 
--------------
..., ...... -
......... ~ -~--- -
Remarks 
-
....... ..- ... 
·--





.'Drive# 2 InputGJ 
Return to current master file. 
Drive # 3 InputGJ OutputO .. · 
.:-· 
Return. to·cµrrent master fi"le. 
(~ .. Central Stores 
JOB NAME 
Master 







DAT!WRIT1lN DRIVE CURR. 
·x 
COMMlNTS 
---'---' -· -·, -- ·-···--·-·. 
OPlR. NO AUL NO . 
1 Of 2 
HIST. AEL. JOB DATE 
OPlR, NO. REEL NO. 
2 Of 2 
HIST. Rn. JOO DATE 
InputO OutputO 
-----....----------····------ ------·--
Drive_# 108 HO ... OPlR. NO. RUL NO. 
OP 
JOii NAMl · 
DATEWAIT1EN DRIVE CUR.R. HIST. REL. JOB DA TE 
COMMENTS 
. Drive# Inp~t 0 ·Output D -~-- -----·-·--] /"Joa NO.· OPER. 110. REIL NO • 
OF 
JOB NAME 





:Drive # Inpu~ 0 output D /Joi NO. --OPEA. NO. REEL NO. 
Of 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN I DRIVE I _cuaR. , HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
\.. 
:Drive # I~putO ·outputD. /"JOO NO. OPEA. NO. REEL NO. "'I 
Of 
JOB NAME 
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- -- 1111!19 ... ~ ~ - -- -- ... - ... - - __, - ~ .... - - - .... - - - - .... - ' 
_______ .... _______________ _ 
Printer _ ,&e,g.u.l.Fl:C. ld.W;! ___ _ 




- - .... ... 
-------o- ~~-ii: - --.- - --
. . 
.... -..... _ 
..;.. :..... -- ~ -- -- .... · _. .... 
--· .---- ..... -- ......... -
Carriage Tape 
.- - .... ---------
Drive # 1 
-
-- _ _.. 
- - - -- ------·----..a- --~ ........ _ ----- - -
Drive #2 
--··._ ._ .... -- -----~---
... - - -- - --· 
. __ _. 
--~ .,.. ,.., - .... ..;... - - -




- .... .-a: - .... - ..... _ ·-, .... - ..... - ... -. 
P,rive i 4 
----·· ---- -- - ·- -·-- - - ..... - .... - - -
·- -- -




_,.·-- - ._. 
-·~ 
-·-
~ - - - - - ........... - ........... - -- -- - ............... - - .... --··- .... - - -
J2!"ive # 
-·. ---------.- -- - --- -- -
-- --------.----
~----------------
...... -- - ~ - -- .... -- ----~-----
·=118;1» 
TAPE LABELS 
Input GI OutputO ----'----~~-----'--.,.--~--..-----"···-·· Drive # 1 
·Mark Historical 
,Release :historical to available. 





. 'Release historical to available.· 
Drive# 3 . Input.O 
., \ 
Output[] 
File in current file .. 
Drive# 4 InputO OUtputlil 
File in current file .. 
Drive # InputO 6utput0 





DATI WlllfflN ORIVI CURR. 
x 
COMMINTS 































DATE WRITTEN I DRIVE I CURR. I 
.COMMENTS 
..... 
OPIR. NO. RUL NO. 
OF 
Hl$l. AU, dOB DATE 
' OPER, NO . REEL NO. 
2 OF 2 
HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
' 
OPlli. NO. REEL NO. 
1 OF 2 
HIST. REL. JOB OATE 
.OPU. ~~. ~E~~;O~-J 
HIST. REL JOB OATE 
.. 




HIST. REL. JOB DAU 
OPER. NO. REEL NO. "\ 
OF 




Project No. 26-08 
--- -----
1lli 1fil 1410 0 Step .1 
_ __, ____ ~_ 
Dat!l 'Pregaration 
--mlml- -- - ... - -- - -- -- ___ ...,. 
--
..... 
. . ' 
- - - - .,.. ~ - - ........ - -. .. - ----- ..... -- - -..;.. -- ·- -.,. 
______ ...,._.._ lie.:.. ~ 6.J.4.l -
-
- -----------~------ - --------- .... -. 
' . . 
- - - - - -··-- -
- ---·- ~ ..;._,_ ..... --- -··--. 
__ ..._ __________ ---
. . 
Printer n...,. , .,. · • .:i... . . . · . . . -~~~~~~------------- ·.Punch. ..;. .li1L ..._ 
Alignment 
·- -=- - -- -.--- -· 
. . 
___ .,.._ 
- ..... ~ c.- - -.- .- -
-·- -~- .... --- -
Carriage Tape 




..... --- - --
·- -- ~· - -~ - - - -
_;. - - ~ - -- - -·--- .-: ........ 
___ .... ________ _ 
Drive # 
----·- - ------- .... 
- - - - - - .- -··-, 
- ------· -------
Drive # .._· ...... 
-·-
--
- - - - - -:-·· 
-·- ·~-- .... - ... ~ -- ..... - - - -- - - - --
Drive # -~-...·- - - ~ - - - - --~ - - -·- - - ~ - - -9 - - - - - -
'cm:imi _____ ... _. ___ _ 
-- ------- -- ------ --
Drive # 
-·•·• .. - .... 
..... ---- ----- -
--·- .... -- ·----.- ...: - ---------
- ---- - --- .... :- - - - - - - ·- - - - - - ~ -
! ~. 
-
~··~·~·- ---·''~-~---- ___ ......... --- - --
Drive # l Input~] 
Replace in file 





OPlR. NO. REEL NO. 
outputO Central Stores OF.-1 
JOll NAMI 
History 
· DATI WAITTIN DRIVI CURA. HIST. REL. JOI DATE 
x 
COMMlNTI 
OutputO JOI NO. om. NO. REEL NO. 
OF 
Joa NAME 
DATE WRITTIN DAIVI CURR.' HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 




Drive # Inpui:'.O OutputO 
Drive # InputO OutputO 
OP 
JOI NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
1-:J-=:0:-B :':'NO~;::-:------------..i...-~-P-fR_. N-·~...i.: -~--EE_L_,....0-. O-f ·-] 
JOB NAME 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
JOB NO. OPlA. NO. REEL NO. 
1-,JO~i~N~A~M~E,--~------------"'--_..--~0'--~ 
DATE WRITTEN DRIVE CURR. HIST. REL. JOB DATE 
COMMENTS 
JOI NO. OPU. NO. REEL NO. 
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~J..21-
SET~U.l? SHEE'l' 
.... -~ ... -- ---- 1401 0 141Q. [] Step _l._ of _l_ 
Job Description ~,..CeiiU'cli ..§'°tQ~~I..D~iito_nr_ ~-c-.--~----
--
Data Preparation ___ __, 
-.-- -·-·- ... m3ll6 - -- ... - -- -- -- - - .ca -~ 
--- ----- - - -- - -- - - - -- - -
-·-~--- .... ---~--- ·- - - ..... - ~ ~·-- ...... ---.----- . 
-- -~ _..__ --
..,. -- ·- - - ... ·.-.. ~- ........ - ~ ~ ·--·- - - --- -
Program 
' - r 
.... .... - - ·-----
-----------------------· 
--- ..... ----- -------
Printer 
- --·.--. - -- .- --- --· -- - ~·--·. Punch .E"A... - - - -
Alignment 
--:- -·- - .... - -- ..,.,- ' . ------ ---·- -- - -----·-
-·---- ------
Carriage Tape • 
--··--·-
D.rive # 1 
' ' 
...... - - --·-- - - - - _;·-.-·- .... - .... - ... 
._..., 
----------·--
Drive # 2 
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